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This thesis concerns higher order perturbations of the standard model of cosmology. The 
theme is addressed in two distinct research areas. The first area deals with linear per-
turbations of Bianchi type I model filled with dust whose flow is irrotational, and which 
is an analogue to second order perturbations about the standard model. We investigate 
both density perturbations and gravitational waves in the shear dominated and the mat-
ter dominated regimes. We find that whereas the analysis of perturbations in the matter 
dominated regi~e recovers the standard FLRW results, the analysis of perturbations in 
the shear dominated regime reveals that density perturbations and gravitational waves 
decouple only when the background shear is locally rotational symmetric. 
The second part of this thesis is about the second-order perturbations of FLRW model. 
We discus a novel way of defining second-order gauge invariant variables. At' second order, 
the various perturbations modes about FLRW present us with new challenges, ranging 
from gauge-problems to mode coupling. We develop a covariant method for extracting 
the various modes at second order. We apply the techniques developed to analyse grav-
itational waves generated by second-order effects during inflation. Although we find the 
gravitational wave spectrum to be negligible, we have identified a new contribution to the 
Non-Gaussianity parameter; f'§ff parameter, which needs to be taken into account when 
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Notations, conventions and 
assumptions 
The following assumptions, conventions and notations are used throughout the thesis, 
unless otherwise stated. We adopt the units c = kb = Ii = 1 = 811"G. 
• t- cosmic time, 
• . = uava- derivative along an observer worldline, 
• T- dimensionless time, 
• TJ- conformal time, 
• I = :, _ derivative with respect to conformal time, 
• Latin indices (a, b, c, d ) run from 0 to 3, 
• Latin indices (i, j, k) run from 1 to 3, 
• V a- covariant derivative with respect to gab { with signature (- + + +)}, 
• Va- covariant derivative with respect to hab' 
• Ii = Vi Covariant differentiation with respect to 'Yij, 

























This chapter deals with the current status of modern cosmology. It addresses two issues 
that seem to contradict; on one hand, the evidence in support of the standard model and 
on the other hand, observations that can not be accounted for by this model. The latter 
set of issues provides the motivation for investigations beyond the standard model, which 
is the subject of this thesis. The chapter ends with a mathematical description of the 
standard model of cosmology. 
1.1 The best-fit Model 
The current best-fit model of the Universe is the ACDM model. This model depicts a 
Universe that is spatially flat, and which is homogeneous and isotropic on large scales. 
The constituents of this model include ordinary matter, radiation, a cosmological constant 
A and cold dark matter (CDM). The primordial fluctuations in this model are adiabatic, 
nearly scale-invariant, Gaussian and random [49]. Six cosmological parameters are used 
to characterise the properties of this model; the density of matter (nm h2), the density 












6 1.1. The best-fit Model 
0'8, the slope for scalar perturbation spectrum ""s, and the optical depth (7")1, where h is 
the dimensionless Hubble parameter. These parameters are robust enough to predict the 
statistical properties of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) sky and the large scale 
distribution of matter and galaxies [48]. 
The primary goal of most current and future surveys is to determine these parameters, 
and other observational constraints, and thus place tighter bounds on this model of the 
Universe. Whereas the power law ACDM models fits Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy 
Probe (WMAP) first year data, a stronger constraints on the cosmological parameters is 
obtained by combining WMAP data with data from surveys like the Sloan Digital Sky 
Survey (SDSS), the 2dF Galaxy RedShift Survey (2dfGRS) and a range of other experi-
ments [46]. From WMAP third year data, Omh2 = 0.12'7!g:~~, Obh2 = 0.0223~g:~, h = 
0.73~g:~, ns = 0.951~g:g~g, 7" = 0.09~g:g~ and 0'8 = 0.74~g:~ [1.18]. With the basic param-
eters fixed at the last scattering surface (z = 1100), the ACDM model is therefore able 
to predict both the galaxy and the gravitational lensing power spectra; it is also able to 
constrain the range of the Hubble constant, and the luminosity distance relationship. In 
addition, information about the conditions and the ionisation history of the early universe 
may come from the analysis of the polarization of the CMB temperature anisotropy. On 
large angular scales, the polarization can in principle probe the Universe at its infancy 
i.e., when it was about 1O-35seconds old. 
1.1.1 Gravitational waves 
Gravitational waves are ripples in space-time and are a generic feature of General Rela-
tivity and therefore an expanding Universe, irrespective of the mechanism through which 
they are produced. The existence of primordial gravitational waves was first suggested 
in [149] by Starobinsky in 1979. 
lWe use T in Chapters 3 and 4 to denote dimensionless time, TJ without a subscript to denote conformal 












Experimentally, the goal is to determine the density spectrum of gravitational waves, 
denoted by new, and which is proportional to a transfer function derived from the wave 
equation (2.33) (see Chapter 2). So far a number of terrestrial experiments such as LIGO 
[128], VIRGO [86], TAMA 300 [126], and GEO [127], have been set up to try and 
detect gravitational waves from a variety of sources. The most promising experiment for 
gravitational waves is the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) [123] which is 
planned for launch in 2015. LISA technology is set to reach the sensitivity levels required 
for the detection of waves from most compact binary sources having periodic spacetime 
strains of 10-21 (Hz) 1/2, where Hz is the gravitational frequency in Hertz. [1.48]. The 
detection of primordial gravitational waves is however much more challenging due to the 
sensitivity levels required. The planned Planck mission may have the sensitivity required 
to detect primordial gravitational waves (see Fig. 1.1). 
The power spectrum of gravitational waves plays a crucial role, for example in cosmo-
logical studies, in that it provides a link between theory and experiment. The quantity 
usually determined is the ratio of the power spectrum of the tensor to that of the scalar; 
r = 'PT/'P'R' Slow-roll inflation predicts r = 16f, where f is the standard slow-roll pa-
rameter [100]. It follows that WMAP gives the upper the limit of these fundamental 
quantities, r < 1.28 (95%) which implies that f < 0.08, and which then provides an upper 
bound on the energy scale of inflation < 3.8x1016 GeV [11.9]. Although the direct detec-
tion of gravitational waves remains a challenge, requiring improvement in technology, an 
indirect detection of gravitational wave background may come from the successful extrac-
tion of the B-Mode polarization in the CMB temperature anisotropies. This is of great 
interest to cosmology as a detection of polarization for 1 < 100 would lead to a better 
understanding of the physics of the early universe, at energy scales of 1015 - 1016 Ge V 
[55]. A major challenge in extracting the B-mode polarization of CMB anisotropy is fore-
ground contamination. The way around this is to allow the experiment to run for a longer 
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The gravitational wave spectrum 
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Figure 1.1: Frequency range for various experiments-courtesy [1]. The launch of Planck has 












situation should improve with the launch of Beyond Einstein Mission [~l], whose primary 
responsibility will be to map out CMB polarization. 
These experiments target stochastic gravitational wave background predicted in the 
inflationary paradigm, and which are in agreement with the isotropic and homogeneous 
models. But as we shall point out in the next section, there are several anomalies in the 
CMB that motivate the analysis of anisotropic models and non-linear perturbations of 
FLRW. In light of this, we shall consider pure gravitational waves in perturbed Bianchi I 
universe field with dust in Chapter 3. 
1.1.2 Discrepancies 
It may appear that the issue concerning a model that correctly describes the evolution 
of the Universe has been settled, given the review presented this far. However, continued 
assessments have revealed some discrepancies with our best-fit concordance model. In 
this model, anisotropies generated by primordial fluctuations in the inflationary field are 
imprinted in the CMB, which should then be statistically isotropic and Gaussian. Based 
on this, most statistical studies of the CMB seek to determine if there exists any violation 
of these properties. In some cases we may not be in a position to unequivocally determine 
such violation. For example, a primordial density field is theoretically a single realisation 
of some random process [90], and to test this idea, it is necessary to observe and average 
over a number of such realisations. The problem is that we only have one universe to 
observe and thus there will be a variance in our average. It clear that we can not do 
anything about this average which is referred to as the cosmic variance. The issues that 
turn to next are more disturbing. 
First there was the initial detection of a curiously low quadrupole amplitude by Cosmic 
Background Explorer (COBE [47]), which was discussed in detail by Efstathiou in [~lG]. 
This was followed by claims that there exists a strange planarity and alignment of the 











10 1.1. The best-fit Model 
extends to higher multipoles [45, 9G, 130,52,58,51,50,30,59]. There is also a report of 
the detection of non-Gaussianity, seen as a very cold spot on the sky of angular scale 10 
degrees. The alignment that extends between the first four multipoles (l = 2 - 5) has 
become as known the Axis of evil [96]; which if proved to be an intrinsic feature of 
the anisotropies, may break the magical spell of the concordance model. In principle, 
such an alignment may point to the existence of a feature in the CMB that picks a 
preferred direction or a form of statistical anisotropy. Although this could arise from 
foreground contamination, results from the difference maps constructed from the WMAP 
foreground corrected maps indicate that such contamination is unlikely to lead to the 
levels observed [G2].' The fact that the alignment includes the quadrupole suggests that 
the anomaly may be an intrinsic feature of the cosmological model and therefore provides 
a motivation to investigate anisotropic cosmological models. For example, in [62], the 
authors have used what they call the best-fit Bianchi model (Bianchi type YUh) to correct 
a combination of various WMAP sky maps. They find among other things, that the 
Bianchi corrected maps exhibit greater isotropy compared to the uncorrected maps. They 
also find that the general shape of the corrected spectrum is flatter than the WMAP best-
fit power spectrum, which agree  with the theoretical fit made to the northern hemisphere 
data in [50]. This further strengthens the motivation to analyse anisotropic models. 
1.1.3 Non-Gaussianity 
Primordial cosmological density fluctuations are usually studied within linear perturba-
tion theory since they are small; comparable to CMB temperature anisotropies (8T IT f'V 
10-5). In standard slow-roll inflation, density perturbations are Gaussian and are pro-
duced when the inflaton field cp slowly rolls down its potential V(cp), thereby giving rise 
to the fluctuations in ¢ and the metric (see Kolb and Turner [95], page 272). At the 
end of inflation, the inflaton oscillates about the minimum of its potential and decays, 












ature anisotropies are the result of inflation lasting for different amounts of time in the 
different regions of the Universe, leading to adiabatic perturbations. The single field sce-
nario presented above is just one of the several competing inflationary scenarios. Density 
fluctuations could also be produced through other mechanisms, such as the inhomoge-
neous reheating of the Universe (139,70,69,93,121]' the D-acceleration in the AdS/CFT 
correspondence [147] or even by ghost inflation [44], and therefore the debate over the 
origin of these fluctuations is far from over. The present WMAP data and data from 
future surveys will enable us to distinguish between the various competing inflationary 
paradigms. 
The first and third year WMAP data sets [48] highly favour the slow-roll inflationary 
paradigm. It must pointed out, however, that claims such as the very cold spot in the 
WMAP sky data [59] merit investigating non-Gaussianity, as its presence may indicate 
that a mechanism other than the slow-roll inflation may have been responsible for these 
fluctuations. Other claims such as those of a preferred direCtion in the CMB temperature 
anisotropies do point to the possible existence of some Bianchi type phase. Neverthe-
less, these anomalies provide sufficient motivation to go beyond the standard model in a 
different way. Statistically, a pure Gaussian distribution is completely described by its 
two-point correlation function. Non-Gaussianity is usually parametrised by the quantity 
fNL associated with Bardeen's gravitational potential <P = <PL + fNL<P'i [.119]. This equa-
tion indicates that in order to keep track of the level of non-Gausianity for the evolving 
Universe, one needs to perform a perturbation around the homogeneous background up 
to second order. Current theoretical estimates indicate that for WMAP data, the non 
Gaussianity should be detectable through a non-vanishing three-point function of scalar 
perturbations if fNL > 20 [56]. Data from the planned Planck mission will lower this 
limit even further to fNL > 5, however the critical level of fNL '" 1 necessary to detect 
the non-Gaussian contributions from second-order perturbations may still prove challeng-
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second-order effects arising from density perturbations. 
1.2 Basic concepts 
Observations indicate that the universe is homogeneous and isotropic on large scales, but 
it is also clear that in regions nearby, the universe is highly inhomogeneous, with clumps 
of matter in the form of stars, galaxies and clusters of galaxies distributed across the 
visible universe. 
In practice, the dynamics of the Universe is usually studied in two parts. The large 
scale behaviour of the Universe is described by a homogeneous and isotropic background, 
with the small-scale irregularities superimposed. For much of the evolution of the Uni-
verse, these irregularities can be considered as small perturbations of this background 
and are usually treated using linear perturbation theory. But as indicated in the previ-
ous section, there are a number of factors that motivate the development of higher order 
perturbation theory. This thesis is therefore an attempt to go beyond linear perturbation 
theory. We first consider the basic concepts upon which the rest of the thesis will be built. 
1.2.1 Standard Model of Cosmology 
Most well developed models of standard cosmology begin with two basic assumptions. 
The first assumption is that on large scales, the distribution of matter in the universe is 
homogeneous and isotropic (Le. the cosmological principle) and the scales at which such 
smoothness is observed can be self-consistently determined by the model. It has been 
argued that if the expansion of the universe were anisotropic, we should be able to detect 
equivalent levels of anisotropies in the eMB [H5]. 
The second assumption is that gravitational interactions determine the large scale 
structure of the universe and that such interactions are described by General Relativity. 












use General Relativity to compute the corresponding gravitational effects of such matter. 
Since gravity is a property of space-time in General Relativity, this would be equivalent 
to computing the dynamics of the space-time itself. The general consensus today is that 
the two assumptions mean the following: 
1.2.2 Metric 
The first assumption indicates that the large scale geometry can be described by the 
Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric of the form, 
(1.1) 
where a(t) is the scale factor, while T, (J and ¢ are spherical polar co-ordinates. The 
constant K, is the scalar curvature. We note that this constant takes three types of values 
with important implication on the geometry and the evolution of the model. When K, < 0, 
the curvature is said to be open and the model corresponds to a hyperbolic universe. When 
K, = 0, the curvature is said to be flat and the model corresponds to a universe with flat 
spatial sections. When K, > 0, the model corresponds to a closed universe. 
A consequence of the homogeneity of the spatial hypersurfaces is that a unique time 
dimension is picked out. This effectively splits the 4-dimensional spacetime into three 
spatial and one temporal. The time coordinate will be denoted by t and is referred to 
as the proper time or equivalently the cosmic time. A more useful time parameter is the 
conformal time defined by 
a(rJ)drJ = dt. (1.2) 
This allows a scale factor of a2 (rJ) to be taken out of the metric, leading to a line element 












14 1.2. Basic concepts 
Conformal time is significant as it determines the particle horizon. In terms of comoving 
distance, this horizon is equal to the conformal time 110 that has passed since the Big 
Bang times the speed of light c. In other words, the finite distance light signal can travel 
between the big bang and the present [1.3.1]. 
1.2.3 Einstein's Field Equations 
The presence of matter introduces curvature in the spacetime geometry, this curvature 
in turn influences the motion of matter. The second assumption suggests that these 
relationships between matter and curvature may be given by Einstein's equations with 
energy momentum tensor acting as a source, 
(1.4) 
where Gab, Rab, R, gab, and Tab are the Einstein tensor, the Ricci tensor, the Ricci scalar, 
the metric tensor, the energy-momentum tensor respectively. The most general form of 
equation (1.4) includes the term (-Agab) on the rhs, where A is the cosmological constant. 
The energy momentum tensor Tab represents the physical properties of the different types 
of matter fields. 
The conservation of the energy-momentum tensor follows from equation (1.4) and the 
twice-contracted Bianchi identities, where 
(1.5) 
From this compact conservation equation, the separate conservation equations for the 
energy and the momentum are easily obtained. The energy-momentum tensor encodes 
the physics of the matter fields. In what follows, we examine the most commonly used 













1.2.4 Energy momentum tensor 
Whereas the lhs of equation (1.4) is determined by the metric tensor of spacetime given 
by the line element (1.3), the rhs requires matter to be of a perfect fluid form, due to the 
homogeneous and isotropy condition. In general, other types of sources may be important 
in the EFE and therefore need to be taken into account. The energy momentum tensor 
for a perfect fluid takes the form 
(1.6) 
where ub is the fluid 4-velocity, I-" = TabUaub is the energy density, p = iTabhab is the 
isotropic pressure and gab is the metric. If we assume that p = 0, we have the simplest 
case: pressure-free matter (dust or Cold Dark Matter). 
In general, one needs to specify the equation of state, the simplest being one that links 
p and 1-". These not withstanding, It is usually required that one or all of the following 
energy conditions hold, 
(1.7) 
(the scalar fields in inflationary universe models, which we consider in section (1..2.6), 
however violate the latter condition). In addition it is usually required that the isentropic 
speed of sound 
2 (8P) c = -
s 81-" s=const 
obeys 
(1.8) 
which is required for local stability of matter (lower bound) and causality (upper bound), 











16 1.2. Basic concepts 
1.2.5 Exact Solutions 
Substituting (1.1) into the EFE (1.4) with perfect fluid, one finds the Friedmann and the 
Raychaudhuri equations, 
and 
(:)' - l-£a2 --IC 3 
a" (a') 2 1 - - - = --(1-£ + 3p)a2, 
a a 6 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
respectively. The immediate consequence of these two equations is the continuity equation 
or the energy conservation equation, 
1-£' + 31-£(1-£ + p) = 0, (1.11) 
where 1-£ = aH (H = a/a is the Hubble parameter). This equation can also be ob-
tained from the energy-momentum conservation equation(1.5). In order to determine the 
cosmological evolution, it is easier to combine (1.9) and (1.5). 
We shall assume that the equation of state (EOS) for the cosmological matter is of 
the form p = WI-£, where W is constant. This EOS includes the two types of matter that 
are important in cosmology, radiation given by W = 1/3 and dust given by W = O. The 
integration of the energy conservation equation (1.11) gives 
1-£ oc a-3(1+w ). (1.12) 














In this case, the subscript 0 stands for quantities evaluated today. It is clear that, 
a' / a ex: a-(1+3w)/2 and 1-l = 2/(3w + 1)77. The evolution of the scale factor in the universe 
dominated by non-relativistic matter; a ex: 772, and in a universe dominated by radiation; 
a ex: 77. We also note that the cosmological constant corresponds to an equation of state 
w = -1 (it can be shown that this corresponds to exponential growth in the proper time 
coordinate). We now turn to scalar fields which play an important role in the physics of 
the early universe. 
1. 2.6 Scalar fields 
Let us consider a minimally coupled scalar field with Lagrangian density, 
(1.14) 
where V(¢» is a general (effective) potential expressing the self interaction of the scalar 
field. Using the conventions of [1G8], we note that the Hilbert-Einstein action in presence 
of matter is defined by, . 
(1.15) 
The equation of motion for the field ¢> following from £4> is the Klein - Gordon equation 
(1.16) 
where the prime2 indicates a derivative with respect to ¢>. The energy - momentum tensor 
of ¢> takes the form 
(1.17) 
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provided ¢,a # 0, equation (1.16) follows from the conservation equation 
(1.18) 
We shall now assume that in an open region U of spacetime, the momentum density V a¢ 
is timelike: 
(1.19) 
This requirement implies two features: Jirst, ¢ is not constant in U, and so {¢ = const.} 
specifies well-defined surfaces in spacetime. When this is not true (i. e., ¢ is constant in 
U), then by (1.17), 
(1.20) 
in U, [the last being necessarily true due to the conservation law (1.18))] and we have an 
effective cosmological constant in U rather than a dynamical scalar field. As we shall see 
in Chapter 6, this is a significant feature of slow-roll inflationary paradigm. 
1.3 Chapter conclusion 
In this chapter we reviewed the current status of cosmology, highlighting issues that the 
standard model fails to explain. The anomalies reviewed in this chapter provide the 












Cosmological Perturbation Theory 
The main aim of developing cosmological perturbation theory is to examine the properties 
of primordial density fluctuations necessary to explain the observed large scale structures 
of the Universe, and to clarify the origin and the evolutionary behavior of such density 
fluctuations. The other aim, which is not any less important, is to examine the properties 
and evolution of gravitational waves. This chapter reviews linear perturbation theory in 
cosmology. The metric (equivalently the co-ordinate based approach) and the covariant 
formalisms are presented separately, followed by their comparison. Although this chapter 
is primarily about linear perturbation theory, it ends with a motivation for developing 
higher order perturbation theory, which is the major theme of this thesis. We begin by 
reviewing the idea of cosmological perturbations as given in [152]. 
2.1 Linear Perturbation Theory 
In general, a spacetime can be regarded as a pair (M, gab) of a smooth, four dimensional, 
connected, Hausdorff! manifold M endowed with a smooth Lorentz metric gabof signature 
1 A topological space M is said to be a Hausdorff space if it satisfies the Hausdorff separation axiom: 
Whenever x and y are two distinct points in M, there exists disjoint open sets U and V in M such that 
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(- + ++). A perturbation of (M, g) can then be thought of in three different ways: (1) 
As the process of changing (M, g) to a slightly different spacetime (Nt, g), or (2) as some 
measure of the difference between (M, g) and (Nt, g) where Nt is the real spacetime, or 
(3) a result (Nt, g) of changing (M, g) slightly. The first and the third ideas may sound 
similar, however it should be noted that the former emphasises the process while the latter 
emphasises the result, a distinction worth keeping. Perturbation theory therefore deals 
with two spacetimes that differ slightly. 
The two widely used perturbation formalisms, as already mentioned, are the metric 
approach and the covariant approach. The metric approach is the more widely used and 
involves perturbing the metric and the matter variables. For a long time, gauge issues 
in the metric based method hindered the development of perturbation theory as a tool 
for cosmological analysis. This lead to the development of two main approaches to deal 
with these gauge artefacts. The first method involves fixing the gauge, while the second 
involves working with gauge-invariant variables. These remedies were first suggested in 
Bardeen's major paper [8]. A thorough review of the metric approach can be found in 
[8,118,92]. 
Building on the work of Bardeen, Ellis, Bruni and coworkers, developed an alternative 
approach based on variables that are covariant and gauge invariant. This alternative 
method is referred to as the covariant approach. A review of this formalism can be found 
in [4.1,43], while a comprehensive review of its applications can be found in [.160]. We 
first examine the metric approach. 
2.2 Metric approach 
In the metric approach, fundamental quantities of the FLRW universe such as the metric 
(gab), are perturbed. A perturbed metric then leads to a perturbed line element, while the 












Field Equations (EFE). In order to build linear perturbation theory in this framework, one 
needs the complete list of linearly perturbed quantities. We note that the same scheme 
can be extended to higher-order perturbations (see Chapter 6). 
2.2.1 Linearly perturbed metric tensor 
The mathematical form of the perturbed metric can be written as follows: 
(0) ~ 
gab = gab + u gab, (2.1) 
where the unperturbed background metric is denoted by a superscript (0). It is possible 
to show that the metric perturbations further split into a divergence-free and trace-free 
part that we will refer to as the pure tensor, a divergence-free part called a pure vector 
and curl-free part called a pure scalar. This splitting is based on the way these parts 
transform on the spatial hypersurfaces (for detail see [92] or [118]). In the case of the 





-a2[1 + 24>], gOO = -a-2[1 - 24>], 
2 -a [Bli - £i], gOi = a-2 [Bli _ ti], 
2 -
a [(1 - 21/Jhij + 2Elij + 2F(ilj) + £ij], 




where (4), 1/J, Band E) are scalars, (ti and Fi) are vectors and (tij) is a tensor ({jti = 0 = 
(jtij ). 
The linearly perturbed FLRW line element now reads 
ds2 _ a2 (71){ -(1 + 24»d712 + 2(Bli - t i )d71dxi 
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The background metric is easily recovered by dropping all first order terms from this line 
element. 
2.3 The connection and Ricci tensor 
In a torsion-free metric, the connection coefficients are given by the Christoffel symbols 
r d _lad( + ) be - '2g gab,e gac,b - gbe,a , (2.6) 
from which one can obtain the individual connection coefficients. The Riemann tensor is 
given by, 
(2.7) 
Given the Riemann tensor Rab cd, the Ricci tensor is obtained by simple contraction of a 
and c. A further contraction of b and d yields the Ricci scalar R. The components of the 







(7-l' + 27-l2 + K.hij, 





where 7-l = a' / a. The linearly perturbed connection coefficients can be obtained by 













The linear perturbation of the Riemann tensor is given by, 
From this expression, we calculate the linear order Ricci tensor by contracting over the 
first and third indices, which give, 
oRoo - 3'H¢' + V2¢ + 3(1/;" + 'H1/;') + V 2(B' + 'HB) - V 2(E" + 'HE'), 
, , 2 -) 2 - , oRen - 2'H¢li + 21/;li + ('H + 2'H )(Bli - Ci + V (Ci + ~), 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
O~j - [-'H¢' - 2('H' + 2'H2)(¢ + 1/;) - 1/;" - 5'H1/;' + V2¢l'Yij - ¢Iij + 1/;lij 
(Blij + 2B1ij ) - 'HV2(B'Yij + E''Yij) + [E" + 2'HE' + 2('H' + 2'H2)E]lij 
Finally, the first order Ricci scalar takes the form 
oR - a\[-6'H(31/;' + ¢') - 61/;" + 2V2(21/; - ¢) - 12~' 1/;' 
6'HV2(B - E') - 2V2(B' - E")], (2.17) 
2.4 The perturbed energy momentum tensor 
In order to find the linearly perturbed EFE, we also need the linearly perturbed energy 
momentum tensor. This can be obtained in a manner similar to that we have used to 












24 2.4. The perturbed energy momentum tensor 
In this section we present the linearly perturbed energy momentum tensor of the imperfect 
fluid. The perturbed momentum tensor takes the form, 
where 










where Vi is the velocity vector, qi is the energy flux and 1rij is the anisotropic stress tensor, 
all defined on the 3-hypersurfaces. 
2.4.1 Perturbed Einstein Field Equation 
The general covariance of the Einstein field equation guarantees that the linearly per-
turbed equation takes the form, 
(2.25) 
where both side should ideally be expressed in terms of gauge invariant variables. Gauge-
invariant formulation in the metric approach was first given by Bardeen [8] and later 
developed in [92,118,35]. In this approach, one considers ways of defining gauge-invariant 












that the quantities, (¢,'t/J, E,B,£, Fi'£ij) transform to (¢, ,¢, E, B, e,Fi, £ij), where the 
scalars and the vectors obey their individual transformation properties. 
The perturbation of any scalar quantity f about a FLRW background transforms 88 
(2.26) 
Therefore scalars on the hypersurfaces, such 88 spatial curvature, acceleration, shear and 
the density perturbation only depend on the choice of the temporal gauge, LO. The spatial 
gauge, determined by L, will only affect the components of the 3-vectors and 3-tensors 
on this hypersurface. 
Vector quantities that are derived from a potential, such 88 the velocity potential v, 
only depend on the shift L within the hypersurfaces and are independent of LO. It can 
therefore be shown that the velocity potential transforms 88, 
v=v+L'. (2.27) 
The function Li only affects the components of divergence-free 3-vectors and 3-tensors on 
the 3-hypersurfaces. A quantity such 88 the velocity perturbation vi therefore transforms 
88, 
o 0 0' v' = v' + L' . (2.28) 
There are no tensor type gauge transformations in linear perturbation theory. Because 
the metric and the matter perturbation defined in the previous section are not gauge 
invariant, one usually tries to find linear combinations that are gauge-invariant in order 
to proceed towards a gauge-invariant formalism. A detailed review of this can be found 
in [118]. In general there are several possible choices that allows for gauge-fixing. The 
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Bardeen and read, 
<P = ¢ + ~ [(B - E')a]' , 'l! = '¢ - ~ (B - E'), (2.29) 
which turn out to coincide with the metric perturbations in the longitudinal gauge as 
discussed in the next section. Gauge-invariant perturbations can also be defined based on 
other choices of space-time time-slicing. We consider a few of these in the next section. 
2.4.2 Other gauge choices 
In this brief review, we shall only give a few gauge choices without showing the gauge-
invariant combinations. The synchronous gauge choice is obtained from setting (¢ = B = 
0). This choice, which was first used by Lifshitz [102]' does not completely fix the gauge. 
The other common choice is the longitudinal (also called the conformal-Newtonian) gauge. 
This is arrived at by setting (B = E = 0). Unlike the synchronous choice, the longitudinal 
choice completely fixes the gauge. It follows that in this gauge (¢ = <P, '¢ = 'l!). The 
Comoving orthogonal gauge is chosen by requiring that the 3-velocity of the ft.uid vanish 
(v = 0). The orthogonality of the constant-l1 hypersurfaces to the 4-velocity, then requires 
v + B = O. One can also choose the Uniform density gauge. In this choice the matter 
content is used to pick out uniform density hypersurfaces on which perturbed quantities 
can be defined. In general, setting 6[1, = 0 implies LO = 1-£/ I-£~. This has been used to 
define the gauge-invariant curvature perturbation ( [29, IH, 87] on these hypersurfaces 
given by 
-( = -¢ = '¢ + It'61-£/Jio. (2.30) 












2.4.3 Scalar perturbations 
Let us ~nsider scalar perturbations in the longitudinal gauge. In this gauge q> = <p and 
\II = 1/J, in addition q> = \II for perfect fluids and scalar fields. In the case of perfect 
fluid, substituting the individual parts of Eq. (2.2), equations (2.8) and (2.14) into the 
perturbed Einstein field equation given that c5Gb = c5Rb - ~gbc5R - ~Rc5gb' where c5Rb = 
gacc5Rcb + Rcbc5gac for a = b = 0, yields an equation with perturbed energy density as 
a source. In the Newtonian limit, this equation is the usual Poisson equation for the 
gravitational potential induced by some energy-density perturbation. The substitution of 
(2.10), (2.11), and (2.16), into the perturbed EFE yields an equation with the perturbed 
pressure as a source. Applying the adiabatic condition c5p = c2 sc5f.£, and setting ~ = w, 
the two equations combine to give, 
(2.31) 
This variable characterises the evolution of density perturbations in the metric approach, 
as it is related to a gauge-invariant density contrast [118]. The standard approach is 
then to Fourier decompose this wave equation i.e. q> = E q>kQ(k) , where Q is a scalar 
Fourier basis obtained by solving the Helmholtz equation. 
The usual approach involves the introduction of a new variable( see [118]) that simpli-
fies its form and then leads to desired solutions for given k. It can be shown, for example, 
that in the case of dust, 
where Yl and Y2 are constants with respect to 'fJ. The radiation case solutions are 
(2.32) 
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2.4.4 Tensor perturbations 
Since there exists no tensor type infinitesimal gauge transformation, t ij is gauge-invariant 
by itself. Applying the process used to isolate scalar perturbations to the case of tensor 
perturbations yields 
(2.33) 
where equations (2.4) and (2.11) are used. Here again, one applies Fourier decomposition 
using a tensor basis. It can be shown that in the case of dust one obtains the solutions 
(2.34) 
where Xl and X2 are the constants of integration. The radiation case solutions are 
(2.35) 
where again Xl and X2 are constants. We now turn to the covariant formalism before 
comparing the two approaches at linear order. Adopting the approach usually employed 
in discussing perturbations in this method, we first present the full nonlinear covariant set 
of equations, then drop terms to obtain the linear perturbations of the standard model. 
2.5 Covariant approach 
In the 1+3 covariant formalism developed by Ellis and Bruni [41.], kinematic quantities 
based on a fundamental4-velocity, the energy momentum tensors of matter sources, the 
electric and the magnetic parts of the Weyl curvature tensor are used rather than the 
metric. The fundamental equations are the Ricci and Bianchi identities, applied to the 
4-velocity vector, with the Einstein's equations included via algebraic relations between 












2.5.1 Average 4-velocity of matter 
In order to define a 4-velocity, we need to consider a general spacetime given by the pair 
(M, g). For such spacetime, it is usually assumed that there is a well-defined preferred 
motion of matter and hence a unique 4-velocity. At late times this is taken to be the 
4-velocity defined by the vanishing of the dipole of the CMB. This is reasonable as only 
one 4-velocity will set this dipole to zero. This 4-velocity is given by 
(2.36) 
where t is the proper time measured along the fundamental observer worldlines [43]. 
2.5.2 Projection and Permutation Tensors 
Given ua , there are defined unique projections tensors, 
(2.37) 
(2.38) 
where the first projects parallel while the second orthogonal to the velocity vector ua• 
There is also a volume element for the rest-spaces, 
(2.39) 
where "'abed is the 4-dimensional volume element and Cabc defines a permutation tensor. 
We can define the covariant time derivative along the observer wordlines, where for any 
tensor Tab cd, 
rj,ab _ uerr Tab 
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and the orthogonal projected covariant derivative Va, where for any tensor Tab cd, 
i7 Tab ha hb hP hq hT t'7 T/g Ve cd = / 9 c d e v T pq' (2.41) 
We next consider variables relevant to this formalism. 
2.5.3 Kinematical variables 
Using these projection tensors and covariant derivatives, the 4-velocity Ua may be split 
into its irreducible parts given by their symmetry properties [~J8]. This reads 
(2.42) 
where Ab = Ub = UCVcUb, e = VaUa , (lab = V(aUb), Wab = V[aUbl(Wa = !€abcWbc ). 9 is the 
volume-rate of expansion of the fluid (such that e = 3H, where H is the normal Hubble 
parameter in the FLRW model). The trace-free symmetric rate of shear tensor is given 
by (lab (such that (labUb = 0, (la a = 0). The vorticity is given by the skew-symmetric 
tensor Wab, (WabUa = 0). It is important to note that Va coincides with the 3-dimensional 
covariant derivatives, in the case where the vorticity vanishes. 
2.5.4 Weyl Curvature Tensor 
In general the Riemann tensor Rabcd takes the form, 
(2.43) 













where Cabal is the Weyl tensor. The quantities Eab and Hab are the electric and the 
magnetic parts of the Weyl tensor, alternatively given by, 
such that 
E - C C d ab - acbdU U , 
Ebb = 0, Eab = E(ab), Eabua = 0, 





These tensors represent the free gravitational field, enabling gravitational action at a 
distance, and influence the motion of matter and radiation through geodesic deviation 
equation for timelike and null vectors, respectively [23,132,1:33,153, 15L1]. We now look 
at the matter tensor. 
2.5.5 Matter Tensor 
The matter energy-momentum tensor Tab can be decomposed relative u a as follows: 
(2.48) 
where p, = (Tab aub) is the relativistic energy density relative to u a , qa = -Tbcubhoo is 
the relativistic momentum density, that corresponds to the energy flux relative to ua , 
p = i(Tabhab) is isotropic pressure, and 1rab = Tcdhc(ahdb) is the trace-free anisotropic 
pressure or stress. 
The physics of the situation is determined by the various components making up the 
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which reduces the energy momentum tensor to 
(2.50) 
It is also standard to give the equation of state, relating pressure to the energy density 
(see Chapter 1). 
2.5.6 Nonlinear Covariant Equations 
From EFE (1.4) and its associated integrability conditions, one finds three sets of fun-
damental equations. The first of these sets arises from the Ricci identities for the vector 
field ua , i.e 
(2.51) 
The various velocity gradients can be substituted for using Eq. (2.42), while the rhs can 
be substituted for using the Einstein field equation. The resulting equation can then be 
separated into the orthogonally projected part and the parallel part. The orthogonally 
projected parts can be separated further into a trace, symmetric trace-free, and skew 
symmetric parts. These procedures yield three propagation equations and three constrain 
equations. The first of these is Raychaudhuri equation [la8]: 
(2.52) 
which is interpreted as the equation of gravitational attraction and which shows the 
repulsive nature of a positive cosmological constant. The J1. + 3p term counteracts the 
repulsive cosmological term and is interpreted to be the active gravitational mass density. 













When the vorticity is zero, it follows from (2.53) that the curl of acceleration vanishes. 
Most significant however, is that the vanishing of vorticity allows us to define orthogonal 
hypersurfaces and leads to the spatial derivative coinciding with the 3-surface spatial 
gradient. Vanishing vorticity will be a recurring assumption in this thesis. 
The third equation produced by the Ricci identities is the shear propagation equation 
which takes the form, 
(2.54) 
Apart from the three propagation equations, the Ricci identities also produce the following 
constraint equations. The divergence of shear constraint is given by, 
(2.55) 
while the vorticity divergence identity is given by, 
(2.56) 
The Ricci identities give the a constraint equation for the magnetic part of the Weyl 
tensor: 
(2.57) 
This equation shows how distortion of the vorticity and the rotation of shear determines 
the magnetic part of the Weyl tensor. We note that this constraint has no contribu-
tion from the non-perfect fluid terms. In the absence of vorticity, the magnetic part is 
completely determined by the curl of the shear. 
The next set of equations arise from the twice-contracted Bianchi Identities. These 















- -b 4 b b b Q(a) = - VaP - V 7r ab - '3(}qa - (p, + P )Aa - U aqb - A 7r ab - €abcW t, (2.59) 
respectively. In the case of the perfect fluid, these two equations reduce to, 
jJ, = -8(p, + p)p, (2.60) 
and 
0= flaP + (p, + p)Aa, (2.61) 
where p,+p is the inertial mass density. For ordinary matter, one requires that p,+p > 0, 
which corresponds to the energy condition (1.7) The last set of equations come from 
Bianchi identities: 
V [aRoolde = o. (2.62) 
Besides the conservation of the Einstein tensor which results from the double contrac-
tion of these identities, two propagation and two constraints also arise. 
The 1+3 splitting of the electric and the magnetic parts of the Weyl tensor (2.45), the 
Einstein field equation which includes the cosmological constant and the once-contracted 
Bianchi identities give the two last propagation and constraint equations needed to form a 
closed system of covariant equations. These are the propagation equations for the electric 
and the magnetic parts of the Weyl tensor given by, 
E(ab) - _~irab + curl Hab - ~fl(aqb) - ~(p, + P)Uab - 8(Eab + 17rab) 














where the curl Eab = €cd(a VC Eb) d. The two equations (2.63 and 2.64) form the foundation 
of the covariant analysis of gravitational radiation, a theme we return to in Chapters (3, 
5,6). 
The two constraints arising from the identities (2.62) are the divergence of the electric 
and the magnetic parts of the Weyl tensor. These are, 
(C) - "bE l"b 1" 1 e 1 b awbH [bHcd 3 b C) - 0 4 a - v ab + 2 v 1I'ab - 3 v aJ.t + 3 qa - 20' aqb - 00 - Cabc O'd - 2w q - , 
(2.65) 
(C5 )a = Vb Hoo + (J.t + P)Wa + awb(Eab -l1l'ab) + cabcO'~(~ + !1I'cd) = O. (2.66) 
Whereas the divergence of the electric part of the Weyl tensor is an analogue of the 
Newtonian Poisson equation [43], the magnetic part has no Newtonian analogue. 
Equations (2.63-2.66) are very similar to Maxwell's equations in a curved expanding 
background (which is why Eoo and Hoo are referred to as the electric and the magnetic 
part of the Weyl tensor [43]). This important difference will be exploited when analyzing 
gravitational waves. It can be seen from (2.65) that the divergence of the electric part 
of the Weyl tensor has gradient of the energy density as a source. This represents a 
tidal action at a distance. The magnetic part of the Weyl tensor on the other hand has 
vorticity as a source. Together these equations describe the couplings that occurs between 
the 'free-gravitational field' represented by these parts of the Weyl tensor, and the the 
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2.5.7 Ricci tensor and Ricci scalar 
The contraction of Riemann tensor Rab cd gives the Ricci tensor Rb d, while that of the 
Ricci tensor gives the Ricci scalar R. Let 8ab be the traceless part of Ricci tensor; 8ab = 
Rab - ~gabR. It follows that, 
8ab - -~OO'ab + O'c(aO'b) c + WaWb + Eab + ~7rab, 
3 R _ _~e2 + O'abO'ab - 2wawa + 2Jl. + 2A, 
(2.67) 
(2.68) 
where A is the cosmological constant. One can define a 3-surface by setting the vorticity 
to zero (wa = 0), and therefore 38ab corresponds to a 3- tensor and 3 R a 3-Ricci scalar of 
these surfaces. 
2.5.8 Friedmann- Lemaitre- Robertson-Walker Model 
The FLRW background is characterised by energy density Jl., pressure P and expansion 
8, assuming A = O. The basic standard model equations can now be extracted from the 
covariant equations in a direct manner. Setting all other terms to zero lead to the desired 
background equations, 
jJ, - -8(Jl. + p), 
e - _~e2 - ~(Jl. + 3p), 
(2.69) 
(2.70) 
which are just equations (1.10) and (1.11) and provide the first matching between the two 
formalisms. The power of 1 +3 formalism lies in the fact that one begins with a general set 
of equations suitable for studying any cosmological model containing matter with known 
equation of state. 
In the perturbative approach, one decides before hand, the model one wishes to study. 












the background variables in the FLRW model would be ( p" e and p), while those of 
Bianchi model would be (p,,8, p, (jab and Eoo). The variables then represent the zeroth 
order solution of the cosmological model. The spatial derivatives of these values and 
all the remaining terms that appear in the covariant equation for perfect fluid vanish in 
the background and are considered to be first order in magnitude [41] and [72]. This 
guarantees that linear order variables satisfy the gauge-invariant condition [152]. By 
definition, all the first order quantities are small compared to the background values and 
are assigned perturbative order O(€), where € is a measure of smallness. 
2.5.9 Linearisation 
Equations representing first order perturbations are then obtained by linearising the full 
set of covariant equations for perfect fluid about the chosen background. In this process, 
products of two or more first-order terms [O(€)] are neglected. Linearization of the exact 
equation about FLRW background yield the required first-order propagation equations. 
In order to proceed, one stipulates the nature of matter. For example, if we assume that 
matter is of perfect fluid form and that the vorticity vanishes, we find the propagation 
equations. 
jJ, - -8(p, + p), (2.71) 
e - _~S2 - !p,(l + 3p), (2.72) 
iJoo - -~S(jab - Eab, (2.73) 
Eab - curl Hoo - !(p, + p)(jab - 8Eab, (2.74) 
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and constraints equations, 
(C1)a - b 2 - (2.76) - V O'ab - aVa9 = 0, 
(C2) - VaWa = 0 (2.77) 
(C3 )oo - curl (O'ab) - Hab = 0, (2.78) 
(C4 )a 
- b 1 - (2.79) - V Eab - aVaJ.t = 0, 
(C5 )a 
-b 
(2.80) - V Hab = O. 
These linearized equations represent the coupling of various perturbative modes. We now 
focus on individual perturbations as handled in the covariant approach. 
2.5.10 Scalar perturbations 
In the absence of vorticity, inhomogeneity in FLRW models are covariantly characterised 
by the variable Da = aVaJ.t/ J.t [43]' a quantity that represents the usual density contrast 
in the comoving gauge, which features in the metric approach. It can be shown that this 
quantity obeys the second order equation, 
D~ + 'H(1 - 3w)D~ - [!(1- w)(l + 3w)a2J.t + 2K:w] Da - a2wV2 Da = 0, (2.81) 
where w = const. The properties of this second order equation have been examined 
extensively [105, ~3~~, 73, 72]. The importance of Da lies in the fact that its magnitude 
D is both gauge invariant and corresponds to a real spatial fluctuation. The method for 
solving this equation is to first assume the spatial and the time dependence of the variable 
Da are separable, which is achieved via a harmonic decomposition [77]. 
The standard procedure employs a basis Q, which is covariantly constant, Q = 0 
(equivalently Q' = 0), to decompose the perturbation variable. This harmonic is defined 












It follows that, Da = E DIt (11) Qik ) (x), where x denote spatial direction. The harmonic 
decomposition of Eq. (2.81) has the added advantage in that it enables one to define a 
long wavelength limit, given by k /'H < < 1. This allows one to effectively neglect the 
Laplacian term in Eq. (2.81). Consider for example the radiation case (w = 1/3) in a flat 
(/C = 0) universe, it follows that the long wave length solution is 
where d+ and d_ are constant with respect to 11. For wavelengths shorter than the Jeans 
length [43], the equation becomes the damped harmonic equation giving oscillations. The 
solutions for dust case are 
where again d+ and d_ are constant with respect to 11. This the famous solution first 
discovered by Lifshitz and Khalatnikov [101], demonstrating gravitational instability. 
2.5.11 Tensor perturbations 
The Weyl tensors were first used to characterise gravitational radiation by Hawking [78]. 
A lot of work has since appeared based on this approach. Gravitational waves in FLRW 
models have been considered in [129,21,81,137]. It has been shown that the magnetic 
part of the Weyl tensor obeys the second order wave equation, 
(2.82) 
To solve this equation, one applies a tensor harmonic decomposition [78]. Note that the 
decomposition takes the form; 
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where Qab is the usual tensor basis such that Q~b = O. It follows that the solutions to the 
decomposed equation are; 
(2.84) 
for one parity. J and Y are Bessel functions of the first and the second kinds respectively. 
These recover those found in [1.29]. 
2.5.12 Consistency 
A fundamental issue with the covariant equations is the consistency of constraints with 
the propagation equations. It follows that the full non-linear constraints equations evolve 
consistently with the propagation equations for the case of dust and for the case of imper-
fect fluid [109,162]. Further to this, the constraints equations arising from linearization 
about FLRW evolve consistently [109,162,32]. It has been shown that there exists a 
linearization instability for the case of silent models (models with Hab = 0). In other 
words consistency is satisfied at linear level but not at non-linear level for these models 
[76]. What is never stressed enough is the fact that consistency check should ideally be 
performed on two levels. 
In general it is assumed that the constraints arising from linearization are satisfied 
at some initial time. The issue is whether or not these constraints are conserved under 
time evolution. We have independently confirmed the case given by [109] and have 
included the full calculation in the appendix (8) for completeness. In Chapters 3 and 
4, we shall present new detailed consistency check for pure density perturbations and 













2.6 Comparison of covariant and Bardeen formalisms 
Before going further it is instructive to compare the two formalisms and understand how 
they relate to each other. In this section we only make comparisons at linear order, which 
coincide with those of [106]. Comparison at second order will be made in Chapter 6. 
2.6.1 Scalar perturbations 
We have seen that the evolution of the scalars perturbations in the two appraoches take 
the form; 
~" + 31-£(1 + c~)~' - c~V'2~ + [21-£' + (1 + 3c~)(1-£2 - K)]~ = 0, (2.85) 
and 
D~ + 1-£(1 - 3w)~ - [!(1- w)(l + 3w)a2p, + 2K:w] Da - a2wV2 Da = 0, (2.86) 
respectively for the adiabatic case where w = const and the vorticity is zero. We note 
further that ~ ex: p,a2IDal. 
2.6.2 Tensor perturbations 
We have also seen that gravitational waves are represented by the equations, 
(2.87) 
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in the two approaches respectively. At the background level the scale factors a and 
expansion rates H introduced in each formalism agree, so we keep the same notation. At 






1 (-II 2 - ) - 2 £ij + yo £ij , 
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Note that 17kli is the completely antisymmetric tensor normalized such that 17123 = 1, which 
differs from eabc. We shall return to a more detailed term by term comparison in Chapter 
6. Detailed comparisons of the metric and the covariant approaches can be found in [84] 
and [105]. 
2.6.3 Beyond the Standard Model 
In the introduction, we looked at several motivations for going beyond the current best-
fit model of cosmology. We shall attempt to do this via perturbation theory about this 
model. In summary, the desire to go beyond this model are motivated by the need to 
determine: 
• how large perturbations have to be for linear theory to breakdown, 
• the accuracy of our linear order approximations through a correct determination of 
the next higher order correction. 
• if CMB anisotropies violate the predicted statistical isotropy and Gaussianity, and 













There are two main ways of going beyond the linear perturbation of the standard model. 
One approach is consider linear perturbations of a model which contains the standard 
model as a subcase, for example the anisotropic models. The second approach is to 
consider second-order perturbations of about the standard model. This thesis examines 
both approaches. As has been stated, the primary motivation for second-order theory 
is the need to analyse non-linear effects which may be important, for example in the 
inflationary paradigm. Once developed, predictions that arise from the application of the 
higher-order theory can then be tested against the high precision data coming from the 
various running or upcoming surveys. 
Although the 1 +3 formalism given above is elegant and easily applicable to linear 
perturbations about isotropic and homogeneous models, it requires further specialisation 
for it to be useful in inhomogeneous and/or anisotropic situations. In the next section, 
we review the 1+3 orthonormal approach and make mention the 1+1+2 approach, two 
approaches that will allow us to analyse perturbations beyond linear perturbations of the 
standard model. The 1+3 orthonormal frame approach is complimentary to 1+3 covariant 
approach presented above, but has the advantage that it is easily and more transparently 
applicable to modelling of dynamical process involving anisotropic and inhomogeneous 
situations. 
2.7 General tetrad formalism 
A primary consideration in any modelling procedure, is the issue of the relationship be-
tween variables in use and the existence of corresponding situations they represent. In this 
context, it is important then that one is able to completely determine the metric and con-
nection from variables used in cosmological modelling. The 1 +3 covariant equations are 
however incomplete in this respect. Besides this fact, it turns out that a tetrad or 1+1+2 
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models. 
Detailed reviews of the tetrad concepts can be found in [157,80,26,88,166,42] while 
those of 1+1+2 are given in [25,15]. In our case, we define and make use of orthonormal 
tetrad based on the normals to the surfaces of homogeneity. The 1 +3 covariant equations 
will then appear as a subset of the resulting tetrad equations. The presentation given 
here follows the structure and form used by [164] and [165]. The 1+1+2 formalism will 
be discussed in Chapter 4. Let us begin by defining what a tetrad is. A tetrad is a set 
of four orthogonal unit basis vector field {ea } which can be written in terms of a local 
coordinate basis by means of tetrad components e~(xP),2 where 
e - eOl(xP) a eOia = ea(x
Ol ). a- a ax'" 
One can also define the inverse tetrad component e~(xP). Together the tetrad component 
and its inverse give, 
01 a _ t"0I 
ea e P - 0 p. (2.92) 
A change from one tetrad basis to another involves tensor-like transformations, in partic-
ular ea = A~t (xOl)eat. The inverse also transforms as follows, eat = A~t(xOl)ea. The metric 
tensor components in the tetrad form are then given by, 
(2.93) 
where TJab =diag(-l,l,l,l). These components playa central role in definition of other 
fundamental quantities. We now turn to these quantities, beginning with commutation 
relations. 












2.7.1 Commutation functions 
From the commutators of the basis vectors, one can define commutation functions "Yabc(xi),by 
(2.94) 
In terms of the tetrad components, 
(2.95) 
The connection components rabc for the tetrad are defined by the relations, 
(2.96) 
which represent the c-component of the covariant derivatives in the b-direction of the a-
vector. This shows that all covariant derivatives can be written out in tetrad components 
in a way completely analogous to the usual tensor form. An example is 
(2.97) 
2.7.2 Application in cosmology 
For cosmological models, we choose eo to be the unit tangent of the matter flow ua. This 
. fixing implies that the initial six-parameter freedom of using Lorentz transformations has 
been reduced to a three-parameter freedom of rotations of the spatial frame {ei}. The 
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be split into the set, 
riOj - 18£·· + (7 .. - f··kWk 3 u'3 '3 '3 , 
rijO -
r ijk -





The rate of rotation of the spatial frame {ei} with respect to Fermi-propagated basis 
is expressed in the third set by Oi. Lastly, the quantities 3W i and Ttij (symmetric) describe 
the 9 spatial rotation coefficients. We now list all the evolution and constraint equations 
in the tetrad formalism. A detailed discussion of this formalism is given by [164], [165] 
and [43]. From the Ricci identities we get the evolution equations for expansion, vorticity 
vector and the shear tensor for a perfect fluid. 
eo(8) 
eo(w) -
1 ··k k 2 . 1· . l··k . . 
2"f'3 ej(it ) - jeW' - 2"n'jit3 - 2"f'3 [Wjitk - 2wjWk] + (u'jw'), 
_ 8k(iek (itj ») - ~euij + (it(i + W(i)itj) - U(ikuj)k - w(iwi) - E'j 
(2.103) 
+ ~7rij + f keS(i[20kuj ) eS - nj ) kiteS]' (2.104) 
eo(J.t) - -ei(qi) - 8(J.t + p) - 2(~ - Wi)qi - (Uij7rji)' (2.105) 
eo(qi) _ -8ijej(p) - ej(7rij ) - ~eqi - Uijrf- (J.t + p)iti - (itj - 3wj)7rij 
.~ eS 
f'3 [(Wj - OJ)qj - njeS7r k], (2.106) 












eo (EJij) - _~1I"ij + €kl(iek(Hj)z) - ~<5k(iek(qi) - ~(JL + p)O'ij + 8(Eij + 111"ij ) 
+ 30'(ik(Ej)k -111"j)k) + ~nkkHij - 3n(ikHj)k - ~(2it(i + w(i)qi) 
+ €kl(i[(2itk - wk)Hj)z + (Wk + 20k)(Ej), + ~1I"j,) + ~nj) kqZ) , 
(2.107) 
eo(Hij) _ -€kZ(iek(Ej)z + ~1I"j),) - 8~j + 30'(ikHj)k + ~W(iqi) + ~nkk(Eij - ~1I"ij) 
(" O)k 1 O)k kZ(" 0 1 0) 0) 1 0) + 30' \(E3 - 211"3 ) + € '[wk(E3, - 211"3 Z) - 2UkE3 Z + 2u' kq, + (Wk 
+ 20k)Hj),). (2.108) 
From the Ricci identities and Jacobi identities, the twice contracted Bianchi identities 
and the EFE 1.4 one finds the following constraint equations, 
0 
o 00 2 0 0 0 0 Ok 
- (C1)' = (ej - 3Wj) (0"3) - aej(8) - n'jw' + q' + €'3 [(ej + 2uj 
- Wj)(Wk) - nj,O"k, (2.109) 
0 - (C2) = (ei - iti - 2Wi)(Wi), (2.110) 
0 - (C3)ij = ~j + (<5k(iek + 2it(i + W(i) (wi) - ~nkkO'ij + 3n(ikO'j)k 
- €kl(i[(ek - Wk)(O'j)Z) + nj)kWl) , (2.111) 
0 
o 00 1 00 1 00 1 0 1 0 0 
- (C4 )' = (ej - 3Wj)(E'3 + 211"'3) - a<5'3ej (JL) + a8t - 20"jq' 
00 0 Ok Z 3 Z 1 Z 
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"k 1 I 1 I I + €'3 [2(ej - 'CZJj)(qk)Ujl(E k + 271" k) - njlH k], (2.113) 
. " 2' .. "k o - (OJ)' = (ej - 2'CZJj)(n'3) + 38w' + 2U'jw' + €'3 [ej('CZJk) - 2wjOk], (2.114) 
o - (OG)ij =3 ~j + ieuij - U(ikUj)k - w(iwi) + 2w(iOj) - (Eij + !7I"ij ), (2.115) 
3 2 2 .. . . o - (OG) = R + 38 - (U'jU3i) + 2wiW' - 4(wiO') - 211- - 2A, (2.116) 
where, 
3Sij - e(i('CZJj)) + 2b(ij) - €kl(i(elkl - 2'CZJlkl)(nj)I), (2.117) 
3R - 2(2ei - 3'CZJi)('CZJi ) - !b\ (2.118) 
b k k (2.119) - nk(in j) - n knij' 
To complete these equations, we also need the evolution equations for the commutation 
functions 'CZJi and nij' These arise from the Jacobi identities. They can be arrived at by 
eliminating the frame derivatives ei of e, Uij and Wi. They are, 
1 . 3' . . l' . l' 
- -3(8b"j - 2U'j)(it,3 + 'CZJ3) + 2n'jw' - 2q" 
!€ijk[(Uj + 'CZJj)Wk - njlu'k - (ej + Uj - 2'CZJj)Ok] + !(C1)i, (2.120) 
- -ienij - U(iknj)k + !uijnkk - (u(i + 'CZJ(i) (wi) - Fj) (2.121) 
+ (b'k(iek + u(i)(W) - ib'ii[2(Uk + 'CZJk)Wk - uk,n'k + (ek + Uk)(Ok) 
€kl(i[( Uk + 'CZJk)ui I - (Wk + 20k)nj ) I] - ib'ii (02 ) + (C3)ij . (2.122) 
These equations generalise the 1+3 covariant equations (2.52-2.66) and provide a basis 
for characterising particular families of solutions. We employ these equations to comple-
ment the 1+3 equations in the analysis of perturbed Bianchi I model in the two next 
chapters. Tetrads have, for example, been used to study locally rotational symmetric 













2.8 Chapter conclusion 
This chapter reviewed the basic concepts in linear cosmological perturbation theory. The 
two most commonly used formalisms; metric and covariant, were presented and compared 
in the gauge-invariant framework. We also reviewed the 1+3 orthonormal frame approach, 
which generalises the 1+3 covariant equations and is suited to the analysis of anisotropic 
and in-homogeneous situations. With these tools, we are now able to begin analysis of 























Density perturbations of Bianchi I 
model 
In this chapter we consider density perturbations of a Bianchi type I model filled with 
irrotational dust. In general, scalar, vector and tensor modes are coupled in such models 
unlike in perturbations of FLRW models. We first examine how to characterize pure den-
sity perturbations, then we perform a detailed consistency analysis of the arising covariant 
equations. Although the analysis is primarily performed in the 1+3 covariant formalism, 
it turns out that the 1+ 3 orthonormal tetrad approach is necessary for a complete anal-
ysis. The chapter ends with a discussion of the evolution of the inhomogeneity and a 
presentation of exact solutions for the inhomogeneity variable Da. 
3.1 Introduction 
As discussed in the introductory chapter, our understanding of the dynamics of the phys-
ical universe comes from the development of ideas which are built on the isotropic and 
homogeneous models (the FLRW models) and their linear perturbations. 
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was thought that they could help explain the origin of large scale structures by virtue 
of their faster growth rate [37,16,74,28,155]. However, anisotropic models have since 
become unattractive because they are incompatible with the inflationary paradigm in 
which a number of cosmological questions are answered. In particular, it was shown in 
[167] that Bianchi models with a positive cosmological constant isotropize at late times 
implying that inflationary era leads to the decay of anisotropies. As was pointed out 
in Chapter 1, current observation suggest that the CMB is statistically isotropic and 
Gaussian. However, some anomalies have been discovered in the analysis of both the 
first and the third-year WMAP data [46]. In particular, one such anomaly hints at the 
existence of a feature in the CMB that statistically picks out a preferred direction [45,59]. 
Statistical anisotropy and non-Gaussianity are closely linked, in isotropic Gaussian 
processes, the power C, of each realisation is randomly distributed among all multipoles. 
A preferred direction is said to exist, if one can identify an axis n about which there 
is an over concentration of power, when there is an alignment between the n and the 
z-axis. In general this m-preference, which is a measure of anisotropy, does not survive 
realignment. It was found in [9G], that although there is such an alignment for low 
multipoles l = 2, .. ,5 (and to some extend a preferred Cartesian axis) this does not pick 
a specific m. Hence there is no preference for particular shapes, which suggests that 
any model with a preferred axis could be responsible. In order to pin down the model we 
therefore have to consider models that go beyond the standard- homogeneous and isotropic 
model. Models such as Bianchi I, which have different rates of expansions in the three 
spatial directions therefore make for good candidates for investigation. Analysis of linear 
density perturbations in Bianchi models may therefore prove invaluable in unravelling the 
so-called axis of evil. Previous studies of anisotropic models include [60,159,1.24,166]' 
however as yet no self-consistent presentation of pure density perturbation has been given 












3.2 Bianchi I model 
Bianchi type I models have a metric of the form, 
(3.1) 
The spatial sections are mutually orthogonal and have different expansion scale factors. 
The effective scale factor for the model is given by the average expansion scale factor 
a(t) = (af3"()l/3. It is clear that FLRW is a subset of this model, which follows when the 
three scale factors are equal. The spatial sections of constant time in Bianchi I models are 
flat and all the invariants depend only on the time coordinate. The fluid flow, which is 
orthogonal to the spatial surfaces, is geodesic and irrotational. These models are therefore 
covariantly characterized by, 
(3.2) 
where the variables have the definition given in Chapter 2. Equivalently, these models 
are characterized in the tetrad formalism (Chapter 2) by 
o - iJi = Wi = ni, 0 = Wi = nij, ei(8) = ei(ajk), 
o - ei(J.L) = ei(P), 0 =3 14j ::}3 R = 0 ::}3 Sij = 0, 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
where a tetrad can be chosen as follows (eil = a(t)-181i,ei2 = f3(t)-182i and ei3 -
"((t)-183i). The substitution of these conditions into the tetrad equations (2.102-2.115) 
generate the desired tetrad equations describing the Bianchi I model. It is clear from 
equation (2.111) that Hij = 0 and therefore ej(Eij) = 0, given the above conditions. 
Similar conclusions arise in the 1 +3 covariant formalism. 
Bianchi I models can also be thought of as homogeneous perturbations about FLRW 
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down approach rather than a bottom-up approach as is the case in the metric formalism. 
This is to say, that one begins with the set of full nonlinear covariant equations (2.52-2.61), 
which are then linearized about a background of choice. The Bianchi I background has 
two extra terms when compared with the FLRW background. These extra terms are the 
shear tensor and the electric part of the Weyl tensor. Therefore, from the full nonlinear 
equations, one can first linearize about a Bianchi I background, which can further be 
linearised about FLRW background. This makes the Bianchi I model an intermediate 
linearization state, between the full nonlinear and the FLRW equations. For this reason, 
we consider the study of linear perturbations about Bianchi I models as a first step towards 
a full non-linear description of perturbation about FLRW models. 
3.2.1 Pressure- and vorticity- free Bianchi I model 
The background variables in this model are 1-",8, O"ab and Eab. We begin by applying 
the linearization procedure discussed in Chapter 2, to the full set of covariant equations 
(2.52, 2.53,2.54,2.55, 2.56, 2.57, 2.58, 2.59 and 2.61). Taking vorticity to be zero, the 
linearization process leads to the following propagation equations, 
it - -81-", (3.5) 
e - 182 ab 1 -- - 0" bO" --I-" 3 a 2 ' (3.6) 
Uab - -~80"ab - O"c(aO"b)c - Eab, (3.7) 
Eab - curl Hab - 8Eab + 30"c(aEb) c - ~I-"O"ab' (3.8) 
















- b 2 -V' CTab - aV'a8, 
curl CTab - Hab, 
-b 1- b cd 
V' Eab - 3 V' aJ.t - eabcCT d H , 






Since we are interested in pure density perturbations, we need to subject the above covari-
ant equations to further restrictions that will isolate density perturbations. In particular, 
we need to eliminate tensor perturbations. The process of how this is achieved is the 
focus of the next section. 
3.3 Pure density perturbations 
Because the background is anisotropic but homogeneous, all first-order gauge-invariant 
vector may be split into a curl-free and divergence-free part, usually referred to as scalar 
and vector parts respectively, which we write as 
(3.14) 
where curl '!sa = 0 and divVv = O. Similarly, any tensor may be invariantly split into 
scalar, vector and tensor parts: 
(3.15) 
where curl Ts ab = 0 , divdivTv = 0 and divT,. a = O. It follows therefore that in the above 
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equations that characterize the evolution of each type of perturbation. Perturbations 
about Bianchi I background include, the spatial gradients of the background variables 
and the magnetic part of the Weyl tensor. Apart from the magnetic part of the Weyl 
tensor which can be split into vector and tensor parts, all other perturbations can be split 
into scalar, vector and tensor parts. Now consider the case where only scalars modes are 
excited at first order. This is equivalent to setting Hab = O. It follows that pure density 
perturbations may be characterized by the conditions, 
(3.16) 
where only the scalar part of the gradients are considered. These conditions imply that 
there is no information exchange via gravitational waves (characterized by Hab ) or via 
sound (with p=O). Models with these conditions are called Silent 'Universes and have 
been analysed in [140,104]. Now that we have a way of characterising pure density 
perturbations, we can proceed to determine how this characterisation affects the flow of 
fluid in this model. Note that these conditions generate the following set of constraint 
equations, 
(C1)a - b 2 - (3.17) - V (Jab - gVa8 = 0, 
(C3 )ab - curl (Jab = 0, (3.18) 
(C4 )a 
- b 1 - (3.19) - V Eab - gVal-£ = 0, 
(CS)a - eabc(Jb dEed = 0, (3.20) 












C2 is the divergence of vorticity constraint. Let the collective notations of these equations 
be 
(3.22) 
a notation borrowed from [109], where A = 1...6. Since these constraints express the 
nature of relationships between variables, say at some fixed time to, it is of interest to 
know if such relationships are preserved with the passage of time. Time here is measured 
relative to the observer worldline. Ideally, we need to find out if CA = FA(CB ) , where FA 
do not contain time derivatives. In other words, can the propagation of each constraint be 
expressed in terms of the original constraints? We perform this check in the next section. 
3.4 Evolving the constraints 
First consider constraint (3.17). Taking the time derivative of this constraint, making use 
of the commutation relations (A.7, A.8, A.3), the evolution equations (4.13, 4.14), and 
the constraint equations (3.17, 3.18 and 3.19), we find 
(3.23) 
Taking the time derivative of (3.18), making substitutions using the propagation equation 
(~1.14), the constraint equations (3.17, and 3.18), and the commutation relations (A.5 and 
A.l1), we obtain 
(3.24) 
Propagating (3.19), making use of the evolution equations (4.12, 4.14 and 4.15), the 
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yield, 
where d3) is given below. As for constraint (3.20), we require the propagation equations 
(4.14, 4.15 and 3.20). These yield, 
(3.26) 
where d4) is given below. Propagating equation (3.21), making use of the identity (A.ll), 
the propagation equation (4.15), and the constraint equations (3.18, 3.20 and 3.21), it 
can be shown that, 
where the source terms to equations (3.25-3.27) are given by, 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 












In general, the terms in this equation identically cancel. Again using equation (4.14), 
the electric part of the Weyl tensor can be eliminated from (~~). To show that this term 
vanishes we turn to tetrad formalism. In particular, we can find a set equivalent to the 
perturbed Bianchi I model with dust equation of state and with vanishing vorticity. 
It follows from equation (3.20), that one can choose an eigenframe in which both the 
shear and the electric part of the Weyl tensor are diagonal. It was shown in [9] that this 
implies 
0= nn = n22 = n33, (3.32) 
which can be seen from the diagonal components of constraint (3.21) and evolution equa-
tion (4.16). It was also shown that the eigenframe ei of (!ij and Eij are Fermi-transported 
a long u, which implies, 
This arises from the vanishing of the off-diagonal components of the evolution equations 
of both the electric part of the Weyl and the shear tensors. Together with the vanishing 
vorticity, these conditions imply that ei is spanned by four hypersurface-orthogonal basis 
fields. This means that we can find local co-ordinates on the spacetime with respect to 
which the metric tensor field g is diagonal [76]. 
We note that the e olution of constraints in the 1 +3 formalism given in the previous 
section can be presented in an equivalent form in the tetrad formalism. However to avoid 
duplicity, we only consider the constraint (3.21) and the source term arising from its 
propagation (3.30). It follows that (~L21) is equivalent to the three tetrad equations, 
o - 4(el - tvl)(E22 - E33 ) - 3'en23(E22 + E33 ), 
o - (e2 - tv2)(E33 + 2E22) + 3n31E22, 
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These equations are equivalent to equations (64, 65 and 66) of [iG]. 
The propagation of these equations yield three source terms equivalent to the single 
equation (3.30) and which in tetrad formalism are, 
o = el(8)E- + !(O'_)el(/1) - 2(WIO'_ + y'3n230'+)E+ - 2(WIO'+ + J3n230'-)E_, 
(3.36) 
o e2(8)(E+ - J3E-) + (~O'+ - 2~30'_)e2(/1) + 2(W2 - n3I)(0'+ + -jaO'_)E+ 
+ W2(j30'+ - 20'_)E_ - n31(j30'+ + l~O'_)E_, 
o - e3(8)(E+ + -jaE_) + (~O'+ + ~0'_)e3(/1) + 2(W3 + n12)(O'+ --jaO'_)E+ 
W3(j30'+ + 20'_)E_ - n12(j30'+ - 1fO'_)E_, 
(3.37) 
(3.38) 
where we have used trace-free-adapted irreducible frame components for O'ab and Eab 
defined by 
0'+: - -~0'11 = !(0'22 + 0'33), 
E+: - -~El1 = ~(E22 + E33), 
0'_ := 2j3 (0'22 - 0'33), 
E_ := 2j3 (E22 - E33)' 
(3.39) 
(3.40) 
We note that, if 0'- = 0'22 - 0'33 = 0 => E_ = E22 - E33 = 0 (i.e degenerate) is identically 
satisfied. In this case, (3.37) and (3.38) reduce to, 
o - E+e2(8) + ~0'+e2(/1) + 2(W2 - n31)0'+E+, 














As was shown by [76], from constraint equations (2.102-2.116), one can also derive the 
following equations, 
0 - e2(8) + (ro2 - n31)0'+, (3.43) 
0 - e3(8) + (ro3 + n12)0'+, (3.44) 
0 - ~e2(JL) + (ro2 - n31)0'+, (3.45) 
0 - ~e2(JL) + (ro2 + n2)0'+. (3.46) 
These equations show that (3.41) and (3.42) are identically satisfied. Putting everything 
together, it follows that (5 ab is satisfied when the background shear is degenerate (Le. 
0'22 = 0'33), which leads to the closure of the set of evolution equations for the constraints. 
It can be demonstrated that LRS yields similar results. Note that, this shows that one 
can consistently decouple density perturbation from gravitational waves if the background 
is degenerate. This was first shown by Perko et al (see page 976 in [61 D. 
The first presentation of a detailed analysis of constraints equations in the 'I + 3' 
formalism was given in [109], for the case of general nonlinear perturbations in FLRW 
models with irrotational dust. A detailed consistency analysis for the barotropic perfect 
fluid case was given in [1.62]. Having successfully shown that the constraint equation 
for a characterisation of pure density perturbations evolve consistently ( with respect to 
the propagation equations), we are now in a position to analyse the evolution of these 
perturbations. 
3.5 Evolution of inhomogeneity 
We follow the standard approach, where inhomogeneity variables are given by the co-
moving spatial gradients. In the case of Bianchi I model, these are the spatial gradients 











62 3.5. Evolution of inhomogeneity 
homogeneity variables are constrained by the spatial gradient of the Ricci scalar for the 
3-surface, as can be seen from the generalised Friedmann equation (2.68), i.e. 
(3.47) 
where 3 R is the 3-Ricci scalar, a = a(t) is the scale factor and a 2 = ~aabaab. The evolution 
of equation (3.47) governs the growth of inhomogeneity. We can now define variables 
which represent each of the terms on the right hand side of this equation. We denote the 
co-moving density gradient, the co-moving spatial derivatives expansion and the shear by, 
(3.48) 
respectively. The gradient of the generalised Friedmann equation in terms of the new 
variables becomes 
-3 
where Ra = aVaR. 
(3.49) 
Since the 3-Ricci scalar is important, it follows that we also need to examine the 3-
Ricci tensor. In particular, the traceless part of this tensor which is denoted by Sab, takes 
the form 
(3.50) 
This variable evolves as 
(3.51) 
It is straight forward to show that the rhs vanishes if the background is LRS. Notice that 












order as it vanishes in the background. Using the traceless part of the 3-Ricci tensor, we 
define the auxiliary variable, 
(3.52) 
which is also a measure of inhomogeneity. We now examine how these variables evolve. 
3.5.1 Evolution of the new variables 
Taking the time derivative of (3.48), using equation (A.3), we obtain the following evolu-
tion equation, 
(3.53) 
The propagation of (3.48) requires (A.3), (3.48), (3.48) and (3.48). The net result is the 
evolution equation, 
(3.54) 
Propagation of (3.48) requires (3.48), (3.48), (3.48) and (3.52) and reads, 
(3.55) 
This equation involves the new variable Sa. The evolution of this variable requires (3.52) 
and (A.3), leading to 
(3.56) 
The system is closed as it stands since Ra can be written in terms of Za, Ta and Da. For 
completeness, we note that Ra obeys the following evolution equation, 
• 2 b 
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The system given by equations (3.57-3.56) can be expressed in terms of Da, Ra and Sa. 
We have four equation in four unknowns. However, it turns out that we can express this 
system in a more compact manner without loosing any information. Notice that using 
equation (3.49), Ta can be eliminated from equation (3.54) leaving, 
(3.58) 
This leads to the elimination of (3.55) from the system. Also notice, that using the time 
derivative of (3.53) and equations (3.53) and (3.58), we can eliminate Za as well from the 
system. The system now takes the form, 
.. . b' b c b 3 _ 
Da + 28Da + 2CTa Db + (8CTa + CTa CTc )Db + 'i,J1.Da - Ra - 0, 
S· 58S I R 2 bS 20- S - 0 a + a a + a aCT + CTa b + ../3 a - , 
• 2 b Ra + a8Ra + CTa Rb + 2Sa = O. 





where the fluid is taken to shear in the Xl direction. We can now analyse the evolution 
of these inhomogeneities in the three spatial directions, keeping in mind that we have 
a preferred direction (Xl). We first consider the coefficients for in the system given by 
equations (3.59-3.61) and which are made up of background variables. It is clear that 
these background variables are coupled via their evolution equations. 
The background is flat, therefore taking the time derivative of (2.68), using (4.12-4.14) 
and keeping only the background terms (R is first order since the background is flat), it 
follows that, 












where u2 = U abUab 12. It is useful to define a dimensionless expression (i.e E = U I (H ';3)), 
where H is the usual Hubble parameter. It is also convenient to define a dimensionless 
time variable 7, where d7 = H dt. The derivative with respect to the 7 is denoted using a 
prime I , while the covariant time is denoted by a dot. It can be shown that 
(3.64) 
The fixed points are E = 0, ±l. The zero value represents a matter dominated regime that 
correspond to the FLRW universe, while the non-zero values represent shear dominated 
regimes which correspond to the Kasner universes. We can now recast the system into 
one with derivatives with respect to 7. It follows that we also need the following Hubble-
normalised variables; Va = Da, Ra = Ral H2, Sa = Sal H3. The system then takes the 
form, 
V': + ~(~ - ~E2) + 2~V'" + (~ - ~E2)Va + (3~ + UQ;~cb)Vb - 'Ra = 0, 
R~ - (1 + 3E2)'Ra + ~Rb + 2Sa = 0, 




In order to solve the above generic system, we need to resolve the terms u(J.b I H. Implicit 
in this analysis is the fact that the background shear is diagonal and is given by (3.62). It 
follows that diag(uab I H) = (-2E, E, E), and are determined by the values for the shear 
fixed points. In the next section we solve for VI and V 2 for each of the shear fixed-point. 
IThis should not be confused with the use of prime elsewhere where it represents derivative with 
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3.5.2 Positive shear fixed-point 
When E = +1, the above system reduces to, 
V'~ + 3~ + 2~ ~ + (3~ + (TQ;~Cb )Vb - Ra = 0, 
R~ -4Ra + ~Rb+ 2Sa = 0, 




which can then be analysed for the various choices of the index a. We note that there are 
two principle directions, these are denoted by Xl and x2 respectively. 
Solutions for DI and D2 when E = + 1 
When a = 1, (Jab / H = -2E = -2, while (Jab / H = E = 1 when a = 2. In both cases 
E = + 1. It can be shown easily that the system forms a fourth-order differential equation 
in VI and V 2 respectively. The solutions to these are, 
DI - VI = d~+)e-T + d~+)e2T + d~+)e(5+v'3)T + di+)e(5-v'3)T 
D2 - V 2 = A~+)e-T + ~+)e-4T + A~+)e(2+v'3)T + Ai+)e(2-v'3)T, 
(3.71) 
(3.72) 
where the coefficients d~+), d~+), d~+), di+) , A~+), ~+), A~+) and Ai+) are set by initial con-
I 
ditions. It can be shown that a(t) ex: t'3, by solving the background evolution equations. 
I 













3.5.3 Negative shear fixed-point 
When E = -1 the system reduces to, 
V~ + 3~ + 2';V~ + (3'; + Ug~~l!b)Vb -1?,,,, = 0, 
1?,~ - 41?,a + ';1?,b + 2Sa = 0, 





The solutions to the the system in the two principle directions can be found in a process 
similar to the one used when E = + 1. 
Solutions for DI and D2 when E = -1 
The two principle directions are given by a=l and a=2 respectively. Since the background 
shear is diagonal uab/H = 2E = 2 for a=l and uab/H = E = -1 for a=2, given that 
E = -1. It follows that the system again forms a fourth-order differential equation in V l 
and V 2 respectively. The solutions to these are, 
VI - d~-)e-2T + d~-)e-57" + d~-)e(3+v'3)7" + di-)e(3-v'3)7" (3.78) 
V 2 - A~-)e7" + A~-)e-27" + A~-)e(6+y'5)7" + Ai-)e(6-v'5)7". (3.79) 
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3.5.4 The zero shear fixed-point 
This is the matter dominated (or the FLRW regime). In this case E = 0, following which 
the first equation in the generic system (3.65-3.66) decouples. The relevant differential 
equation is the second-order equation that reads, 
and whose solutions are 
3 
V C --T C T a = le 2 + 2e. (3.82) 
These are the results for evolution of inhomogeneity in the FLRW and can be expressed 
in proper time as, 
(3.83) 
3.6 Chapter conclusion 
We have developed a framework for dealing with decoupled density perturbations in 
Bianchi type I model filled with irrotational dust. We found that density perturbations 
decouple from gravitational waves when the background is LRS, confirming the results 
first found by Perko et al [t31]. We note that in order to examine a link between den-
sity perturbations about Bianchi I model and the existence of a preferred direction in 
the CMB temperature anisotropies, it will be necessary to extend this framework to a 
multi-fluid case along the line given by Dunsby [31] and to implement it in a CMB code 
such as CMBFAST [2]. Such extension will necessarily include a Boltzmann description 













The apparent anomalies in the CMB anisotropy have raised questions about the our 
so-called concordance model. With improved precision in the measurements of CMB 
anisotropy, one would expect greater confirmation of the isotropic and homogeneous model 
with Gaussian distribution. As reported by the authors of [78], this is not the case. There 
seems to be a clear asymmetry in the CMB anisotropies and a non-Gaussian cold spot. 
Models with shear and vorticity may explain this asymmetry [G2, 6~J]. Bianchi models 
are the obvious starting point for the search of a model that can explain the anomalies. 
The authors of [63] explored the issue of chance alignment by applying template-fitting 
methods to CMB data and compared the Bianchi model of type VUh to WMAP first year 
data. Our analysis is complementary to this, in that we demonstrate that pure density 
perturbations about Bianchi I model filled with irrotational dust decouple and evolve 
in a consistent manner. Although the anisotropic Bianchi models come with directional 
























Gravitational waves in a perturbed 
Bianchi I model 
This chapter examines the evolution of gravitational waves in perturbed Bianchi I models, 
complementing the analysis of pure density perturbations given in the previous chapter. 
It is known that scalar, vector and tensor modes couple in anisotropic models [61], which 
makes the process of isolating and analysing anyone particular mode difficult. Since there 
exist various classes of anisotropic and homogeneous models (Bianchi Models) [166], it is a 
standard practice for one to choose a class best suited for the situation under investigation. 
A good example of factors influencing such a choice can be seen in the recent article [63], 
where Bianchi VIIh is used. This was motivated by the need to address the issue of 
existence of shear and possibly vorticity in the WMAP data [62]. 
Our intention is somewhat different but complementary to these studies. We examine 
the cosmological model rather than determine the best-fit model for data. First, because 
of mode-coupling, any observed feature such as polarization, intensity or spectrum may 
have contributions from more than a single mode. Secondly, the growth behaviour may 
influence such feature in different ways and these need to be understood. What we seek 












72 4.1. Introduction 
the analysis of perturbations in any anisotropic model is a complex undertaking. This 
is due to the mathematical complexity involved and the lack of clarity concerning the 
physical significance of such perturbations. It is therefore useful to begin our study with 
the simplest possible anisotropic model. Consequently, we investigate the evolution of 
pure gravitational waves in a dust filled perturbed Bianchi type I model with vanishing 
vorticity wa = O. We carry out our analysis in the covariant approach because the 
development is straightforward and it is easy to extract the meaning of the perturbation 
variables. The chapter first looks at a covariant characterisation of pure gravitational 
waves, which is then followed by a detailed analysis of the constraint equations arising in 
the characterisation of pure gravitational waves. The treatment is analogous to that of 
pure density perturbations presented in the previous chapter. This chapter ends with the 
solutions to the long wavelength gravitational waves in this model. 
4.1 Introduction 
As pointed out in the introductory chapter, studies of gravitational waves in perturbations 
of isotropic and homogeneous models (FLRW) are of interest because the detection of 
primordial gravitational waves and the analysis of their properties (e.g. polarisation, 
intensity, and spectrum) might reveal important information about the nature of the 
early universe [55]. However, the contribution to the CMB anisotropies from these waves 
is extremely small in comparison to the contribution from density perturbations. In order 
to analyse them, higher levels of precision in the collection and the analysis of data is 
required. But with these levels of precision comes the possibility of discovering new and 
startling results (see 1.1.2), such as the possible existence of a preferred direction in 
the CMB temperature anisotropies. These findings in turn demand the re-examination 
of the standard model, in particular the assumptions that go into building this model. 












a perturbed Bianchi I model. 
As we saw in Chapter 2, gravitational waves propagating in the standard model are 
described as weak perturbations of the background metric in the metric approach (2.33) 
or by the transverse and trace-free degrees of freedom in the electric and the magnetic 
parts of the Weyl tensor in the covariant approach. The covariant approach has its origins 
in the paper by Hawking [78], in which both the electric and the magnetic part of the 
Weyl tensor, denoted by 
E C c d H - 1 Ced / ab = abcdU U , ab - 2€aed b/U , (4.1) 
were used. A necessary condition for these fields to describe radiation is that their spatial 
curls and distortions should be nonzero (curl Eab =I 0 , curl Hab =I 0, V (cEab) =I 0 and 
V (cHab) =I 0) [136]. In addition, the spatial divergence should vanish for a pure radiative 
field [20]. 
It is our goal to investigate if properties of linearised gravitational waves about FLRW 
presented above, carry through to linearisation about Bianchi I models filled with ir-
rotational dust. In particular, we examine the divergence-free condition on the mag-
netic part of the Weyl tensor and the implications this has on gravitational waves in 
a perturbed Bianchi I model. Previous studies of perturbations in anisotropic models 
include [t34, (H, 124, 11, 10,85,20,22,83,82]. 
4.2 Pure gravitational waves 
For irrotational Bianchi I model filled with dust, the background quantities are the energy 
density (/-£), the expansion (8), the shear (O'ab), the electric part of the Weyl tensor (Eab) 
and their temporal derivatives. Consider an almost Bianchi I universe, in particular one 
where the magnetic part of the Weyl tensor and the spatial gradients of /-£, O'ab and Eab are 
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Now consider the case where the gradients of scalars vanish. In particular, 
(4.2) 
where f is any scalar such as J-L, 8 or scalar product such as u. The above condition 
should be understood to mean that the gradients of scalars are at-most second-order ( 
i.e. they vanish in the background and at first order). Since density perturbations are 
characterised by the scalar part of Db = a(V bJ-L) / J-L (extracted via a scalar harmonic de-
composition) in covariant perturbations about FLRW background, setting VaJ-L = ° is 
equivalent to eliminating inhomogeneity. Condition (4.2) therefore eliminates contribu-
tions to inhomogeneity from other scalars. The magnetic part of the Weyl tensor is now 
a variable characterising perturbations about our Bianchi I background. We shall use 
this tensor to characterise gravitational waves in this model. We shall not presume that 
transverse degree of freedom holds for the magnetic part of the Weyl tensor, but rather 
determine the conditions under which this will be true. 
Subjecting the covariant equations (3.10-3.13) to condition (4.2 ) leads to, 
(C1)a - b (4.3) - V' Uab = 0, 
(C2)a - V a8=0, (4.4) 
(C3 )ab - curl Uab - Hab = 0, (4.5) 
(C4)a - b b cd (4.6) - V' Eab - CabcU dH = 0, 
(C5)a - VaJ-L = 0, (4.7) 
(C6 )a - b b cd (4.8) - V' Hab - cabcU dE = 0, 
(C8 )a - 2 (4.9) - V'bU = 0. 
Although a Bianchi I model is flat (IC = 0), the perturbed model is not necessarily flat. 












according to our classification, need to be taken into account. We find that the traceless 
part of Ricci tensor, denoted by Sab, plays a role in the dynamics of the constraints given 
above. This term, whose divergence arises in the propagation of the above constraints, 
can be constructed from variables that already exist in our system of equations as follows, 
(4.10) 
where equation (4.14) is used. The divergence of this term has the useful property that 
it vanishes when condition (4.2) is used. This arises as follows, using the fact that for 
3-surfaces V b3 Rab = ~ Va 3 R (see (A.1) for proof), 
(4.11) 
The gradient of R can be expressed in terms of gradients of scalars using the generalised 
Friedmann equation (2.68) and hence in terms of known constraints (4.4, 4.7 and 4.9), 
which are known to vanish. This has the important implication that on application of 
(4.2), VbSab = 0, showing that Sab is divergence-free and induces tensor modes. The 
propagation equations for Bianchi type I with irrotational dust are, 
it - -9p" (4.12) 
e - le2 ab 1 -- - U bU --p, 3 a 2 ' (4.13) 
Uab - -~eUab - Uc(aUb) c - E ab , (4.14) 
Eab - curl Hab - eEab + 3uc(aEb) c - ~P,Uab' (4.15) 
Hab - -curlEab - eHab + 3uc(aHb)c. (4.16) 
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4.3 Evolving the constraints 
Assume that C A = 0 represents a set of solutions to the initial data and which are satisfied 
on an initial spatial surface at a time to (denoted by CAito = 0). We seek to determine if 
these constraints always remain satisfied along the dust worldlines. We do this by evolving 
the constraints. 
Taking the time derivative of (4.3) and making substitutions using (4.14), (4.3), (4.4), 
(4.5), (4.6), (A.7) and (A.8) produces, 
The propagation of constraint (4.4) requires (4.4), (4.5), (4.7), (A.3) and (A.5). This 
yields, 
(4.18) 
Propagation of (4.19) requires (4.5), (4.14), (4.16), (4.3), (4.4), (4.5), (A.l1) and yields, 
(4.19) 
The next constraint requires (A.7), (4.15), (A.I0) and (A.l). The propagation and 
substitution processes yield, 
C (4) + ~ec(4) - 1 .... bC(4) - ~ E bC(I) a 3 a 2 v a b 2 a b 
-leurl C(6) + E bC(2) + 1110(1) + 1(7 bC(5) - 0 
2 a a b 2"" a 2 a b - • (4.20) 













Constraint 4.9 requires (4.14), (4.4) and (A.6), 
(4.22) 
We now require that the gradient of (lbcSbc should vanish. We shall denote this auxiliary 
constraint as follows 
(4.23) 
The propagation of constraint (4.23) requires (4.14), (4.15), (A.5) and (4.11) 
Each term to the right of (4.24) can be handle separately. Notice that the first term on 
the rhs can be expressed as follows; 
Vb S = e(9) = .le(5) + .le(8) - ~ee(2) 
ab a 3 a 3 a 9 a' (4.25) 
and hence does not need to be propagated. 
The second term on the rhs of (4.24) can be expressed as follows 
where we have used (4.11), the fact that the background is flat (3-Ricci scalar is therefore 
first order) and the identity (A.13). 
The last term on the lhs of (4.24) can also be expressed in terms of a known constraint. 
To do this we turn to the 1+1+2 formalism developed in [15] and [25] . Notice that what 
distinguishes this model from the FLRW model is the presence of shear. This is usually 
given by the shear tensor (lab. Consider the case where the background is locally rotational 
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information useful, is to extend the 1+3 decomposition to the 1+1+2 decomposition. 
Detailed description of the 1+ 1 +2 decomposition and its application can be found in [1.5] 
and [25]. 
In the 1+1+2 method, a further slicing of the spatial section of the spacetime with 
respect to a unit vector na is performed. The 1+3 projection tensor hab = gab + UaUb, 
together with this vector generate a new projection tensor Nab, 
(4.27) 
which projects vectors and tensors orthogonal to na and ua( na Nab = 0 = ua Nab) onto a 
2-surface (Na a = 2). 
The 1 +3 covariant vectors and tensors quantities can now be split relative to the new 
unit vector na. Since the source involves the shear tensor multiplied by a first order 
quantity, the shear must take its background value for the product to remain linear. 
Relative to the unit vector na, the shear tensor decomposition takes the form, 
O'ab 
- 1 - -- E(nanb - '2 Nab ) + 2E(anb) + Eab, 
- E(3nanb - hab ) + 2E(anb) + Eab. (4.28) 
The tilde on the E serves as a reminder that this variable is different from the E used in 
Chapters 5 and 6. The first, the second and the third terms in equation (4.28) are the 
scalar, the vector and the tensor parts respectively. The vector and the tensor parts have 
the property Eana = 0 = Eabna. For an LRS background, only the first term in (4.28) 
is non-vanishing. In the rest of the chapter, we shall require the background to be LRS 
(with 0'22 = 0'33 i.e. degenerate shear). 












ward to show that 
where the condition (4.2) has been used. 
4.3.1 Divergence-free condition on the magnetic part of the 
Weyl tensor 
The divergence-free condition on the magnetic part of the Weyl tensor leads to the sepa-
ration of constraint (4.8) into two new constraints; 
rf6(l)a - b v- - yo Hab = 0, 
C6(2) a - eabc(i dEed = O. 






Equation (4.32) requires (A.7), (4.16) and (4.30). Equation (4.33) requires (A.7), (4.14) 
and (4.15). As in the previous consistency check, we seek to show that (4.34) either 
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We shall now concern ourselves with the first two terms on the right hand side. 
The magnetic part of the Weyl tensor can be replaced by its 1+1+2 decomposition. 
Note that this decomposition takes the form, 
(4.36) 
where all the terms (scalar, vector and tensor) are first order in magnitude. It is also 
necessary to expand the spatial derivative of the unit vector, again we only retain products 
that are linear in magnitude. This yields, 
(4.37) 
since gradients of scalar are zero by virtue of (4.2), and naNab = O. Similar analysis will 
show that, 
(4.38) 
These results imply, 
It is clear that this leads to additional constraints and so the divergence free conditions 
is not preserved. This implies that the wave equation for the magnetic part of the Weyl 
tensor is not a pure tensor wave. In order to obtain gravitational waves, we need to 
extract the pure tensor part of the wave equation. We shall show in the next section that 
for a diagonal Hab, the divergence-free condition is met. Gravitational waves propagating 
in this background can be characterised in two different ways. The first is to use the 
magnetic part of the Weyl where the divergence-free condition is relaxed. In this case the 












to be diagonal. The second is to use the traceless part of the Ricci tensor 8ab , keeping 
in mind that the background is flat (JC = 0) and 8ab is first order. The issue of whether 
this represents genuine gravitational waves is debatable. It has been conjectured in [6] 
that there exists a link between the Cotton-York tensor of hypersurfaces in spacetime and 
the presence of gravitational waves. We note the the curl of the traceless part of 3-Ricci 
tensor (denoted by curl8ab ) is proportional to the Cotton-York tensor. In this thesis we 
shall only consider wave equation given by the magnetic part of the Weyl tensor. The 
case of the traceless part of the Ricci tensor will be addressed in future. 
4.3.2 Wave equation for the magnetic part of the Weyl tensor 
with vanishing divergence and diagonal Hab 
The starting point in deriving the wave equation is the evolution equation for the magnetic 
part of the Weyl tensor given by, 
(4.40) 
Differentiating the above equation with respect to time, making substitutions using (4.14), 
(4.15) and (4.16) and the appropriate commutation relation, we find, 
.. -2 7' 2 2 2 c . c 'c 
Hab - V' Hab + '38Hab + ('38 + 20" )Hab - 980"c(aHb) - 90"c(aHb) - 30"c(aHb) 
3- - d cd cd cd +2 V' (a V'c Hb)c - 6Hc(aO"b)dO"c + O"cdH O"ab - O"ca H O"bd + 0" O"c(aHb)d 
= -3curl (O"c(aEb)C) + O"/ccd(a'i;rEb{ 
(4.41) 
Notice that for a = b, V (a VC Hb)c = O. This follows when one substitutes for the divergence 
of the magnetic part of the Weyl tensor using (4.8) and applies the LRS (equivalently the 
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tetrad approach. Now note that the first term on rhs of (4.41) can be expanded as follows, 
(4.42) 
where the last equivalence can be demonstrated by replacing the the electric part of the 
Weyl tensor using equation (4.14) and applying identity (A.5). But 
(4.43) 
where the last term vanishes given that (4.3) holds. This implies that the source reduces 
to 
(4.44) 
It can be shown that for LRS (equivalently degenerate shear) background, the rhs 
contributes terms equal to the product of shear and curl of the electric part of the Weyl 
tensor on one hand and product of the electric part of the Weyl tensor and the magnetic 
part of the Weyl tensor on the other. We demonstrate this for the component Hu. The 
source for this components takes the form, 
4 c neE d Ccd(1 (7 e v 1) _ 4 ((72 eve El 3 - (73 e V e El 2 ) 
_ 4(722 (V2 E13 - V 3 E12) , (4.45) 
where the shear is taken to be diagonal and degenerate, i.e. (722 = (733. Let us now 
examine the soUrce term to equation (4.40), for the case Hll . In this case note that, 
(4.46) 
This demonstrates that in isolating the components of the Hab , and applying the de-












corresponding version of Hab and a diagonal component of shear. This can then be moved 
to the left leaving a homogeneous equation. The source term for the other components 
are more complex but can be analysed in a similar manner. In order to proceed, we first 
apply the projection tensor hbcon (4.41) thereby raising one index. It turns out that it is 
much easier to work with one index raised. We introduce and make use of the following 
notation 
as they lead to a neater presentation. We also transform to a dimensionless time variable 
T where dT = Hdt, H is the Hubble parameter. The derivative with respect to T will be 
denoted by a prime 1 , in contrast to the proper time derivative denoted by an overdot. 
The long wavelength approximation of the diagonal components of the wave equation 
(4041) in dimensionless time take the form, 
H~ + (121 + ~ - ~~2)Hi + (6 + 33~ - 18~2)Hl = 0, 
H~ + (~l + ~ - ~~2)H~ + (6 + 33~ - 14~2)H2 + 2~2 HI = 0, 
H: + (~l + ~ - ~~2)H~ + (6 + 33~ - 14~2)H3 + 2~2 HI = 0, 




which follows a choice of shear-eigen frame of the form diag a = (- ~, :3' :3). In order 
to solve the above system, the values for ~ are required. These are given by the fixed 
IThe prime in chapter (2) denoted derivative with respect to conformal time. In this chapter and in 
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points for the evolution equation for E. It can be shown that for this background, 
(4.50) 
The fixed points are E = 0, ±1. In the next section, we shall solve the system of equations 
given by the diagonal components of the magnetic part of the Weyl tensor, subject to 
these shear fixed points. 
4.4 The non-zero shear sub case 
The shear regime is characterised by the two nonzero shear values. We look at each of 
these, beginning with the case where the shear is positive. 
4.4.1 Positive shear subcase 
In this case the solutions to the system of diagonal elements are, 
where, 
The small c(s) are the integration constants and are determined by the initial conditions. 











convert back to proper time, in which case the Hubble-normalised solutions read, 
111 = HI/H2 
5 
- C1t6, 
112 = H2/H2 - _~t5/6(Cl + C2), 
113 = H3/H2 - _~t5/6(Cl - C2), 
and 
C1(t) ex: [C1 sin ( v':9In(t)) + C2 cos ( 19In(t))] , 







It follows that these coupled components oscillate with growing amplitudes. It is also 
clear that the components grow faster than the growing mode in the FLRW case, which 
implies that the presence of shear boosts the amplitude of gravitational waves. Next we 
consider the case where shear is negative. 
4.4.2 Negative shear subcase 
In this case the solutions to system (4.47-4.48) are, 
- 3+3v'21 T(CI + c2e3v'2IT), ( 4.58) HI - e 2 
-Ie 
3+3v'21 3+v'173 
H2 - 2 T (Cl + c2e3v'21T) + e 2 T(C3 - c4ev'173T), (4.59) 2 
-Ie 
3+3v'21 3+v'173 
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where the coefficients are again determined by the initial conditions. As in the previous 
case, the Hubble normalised solutions expressed in proper time read 
9-3,/21 9+3,/21 
- HdH2 = {CIt 6 +C2t 6 }, 
9-3,/21 9+3,/21 9-)('173 9+)('173 
- H21 H2 = -!{ CIt 6 + C2t 6 } + C3t 6 - C4t 6 , 
9-3,/21 9+3,/21 9-)('173 9+)('173 




In this case we have both growing and decaying modes. Again, the presence of shear leads 
to an increase in the rate of growth and a decrease in the decay rate, when compared to 
the FLRW case. 
4.5 The zero shear subcase 
In this case the equations in the system (4.47-4.49) decouple, with each component evolv-
ing separately. One can apply harmonic decomposition, using the basis presented covari-
ant section of Chapter 2. The long wave length approximation of the decomposed wave 
equation takes the form; 
H" + 11 H' + 6H = 0 If, 2 If, If, , (4.64) 
for one parity, with the opposite parity obeying a similar equation. The solutions to this 
wave equation are, 
This can be converted to proper time. From the solutions to the evolution equations for 
2 
background shear and energy density, it can be shown that the scale factor a ex t'3, which 












The dimensionless form of this solutions then read, 
where H is the Hubble parameter and is equal to it in this regime. These recover the 
standard FLRW results found in the detailed analysis given in [129] 
4.6 Chapter conclusion 
We have looked at the decoupling of gravitational waves from density perturbations in 
perturbed Bianchi type I model filled with dust. We found that the background model 
must be LRS for the constraint equations to propagate, after setting the gradients of 
scalars to zero. Whereas the issue of purely radiative gravitational field (divHa = 0) can 
easily be demonstrated for gravitational waves in perturbed FLRW, this is not the case 
for perturbations about Bianchi I model filled with dust. It turns out that the divergence 
of the magnetic part of the Weyl tensor vanishes when Hab is diagonal. We have presented 
the solutions to the wave equation with diagonal Hab, however the issue of whether or not 
these are genuine gravitational waves is still open. Our analysis extends those of [109] to 
the case of pure gravitational waves in perturbed Bianchi I model with irrotational dust 

























The introductory chapter to this thesis reviewed how well the current standard model 
fits observations. As pointed out, there exists some discrepancies (see section 1.1.2). In 
order to address some of these discrepancies it is necessary to refine the current standard 
model. A possible refinement ma  come from second order perturbations of this model. 
This chapter re-examines the covariant and gauge invariant approach to second-order 
perturbation theory initiated in [24] and extends it in a significant manner. We first 
revisit the motivations for developing techniques to study Second-Order effects, before 
presenting the formalism. The focus is on second-order tensor perturbations about FLRW 
with dust on the one hand and with a general barotropic equation of state on the other. 
Solutions to the wave equations are presented, where possible. The chapter ends with a 
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5 .1 Introduction 
Cosmology is now firmly data driven [160], where considerable emphasis is placed on de-
termining the key cosmological parameters discussed in our introductory chapter. Large 
amounts of high quality data is now available from large scale surveys of galaxies red-
shifts, the measurements of the CMB temperature anisotropies and polarization, and 
measurements of the magnitude-redshift relation of distance supernovae, to mention a 
few. The precision in the measurements of the CMB temperature anisotropies in partic-
ular, is nearing the levels where it may be possible to extract impri ts left by non-linear 
effects. 
The study of small perturbations, giving rise to large-scale temperature anisotropies 
of the CMB is usually treated with first-order relativistic perturbation theory techniques, 
either in a gauge invariant manner or by specifying a suitable gauge [92,118,8,34,141]. 
On small and intermediate angular scales, where the description in terms of linear order 
perturbations theory is no longer accurate, second-order perturbation theory is necessary. 
A further motivation for second-order perturbation theory is that there is no way, within 
the linear theory, to decide when the perturbations have become too large for the theory 
to handle [122,24]. For these reasons, second-order perturbation theory is beginning to 
receive considerable attention [161,122,24,115,7,156,68,142,67,125, 11:3,24,97,98,89, 122]. 
Second-order cosmological perturbations dates back to Tomita [158], where for the 
first time second order terms from scalar modes were examined. More recently, the au-
thors of [68] looked at second-order perturbations of a flat dust FLRW models with a 
cosmological constant, while those of [142] considered the case without a cosmological 
constant. Second-order effects during inflation was studied in [161], allowing for the pre-
diction of the bispectrum of perturbation from inflation. The full relativistic treatment 
of second order perturbation theory have also been considered in [135,116,141,125]. In 
Chapter 6, we shall consider gravitational waves generated by second order effects during 












lution of curvature perturbations on super-Hubble scales after inflation which they find to 
be constant. The authors of [120,121] have also shown that second order effects may lead 
to detectable non-Gausianity in the CMB, while those of [143] have considered second 
order contributions to CMB polarization. 
The literature cited above, with a few exceptions, develop and apply metric based 
formalisms in their analysis of higher-order perturbations. Our interest is to develop a 
covariant and gauge invariant approach to complement these efforts. 
In [24], a covariant approach to nonlinear perturbation theory was initiated, and the 
formalism used to study second order gravitational waves sourced by first order density 
perturbations and second order density perturbations sourced by gravitational waves at 
first order. However, only the dust equation of state was considered in that work. We 
develop a parallel approach that represents a significant extension of the analysis in that 
paper and one that is able to deal with a wide range of barotropic fluids. Let us first 
re-examine the basics of scalar perturbations in the covariant approach. 
5.2 First order dynamics 
The study of linear perturbations of a FLRW background are relatively straightforward 
to study. Let us begin by defining the first-order gauge-invariant (FOGI) variables cor-
responding respectively to the spatial fluctuations in the energy density, expansion rate 
and spatial curvature for a fluid with barotropic equation of state (p = WJ-L): 
(5.1) 
Za = Va81, (5.2) 
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(5.3) 
The quantities are FOGI because they vanish exactly in the background FLRW spacetime 
[1.52]. As we saw earlier, It turns out that a more suitable quantity for describing density 
fluctuations is the co-moving gradient of the energy density: 
(5.4) 
where the ratio Xa/ p, allows one to evaluate the magnitude of the energy density per-
turbation relative to its background value and the scale factor a guarantees that it is 
dimensionless and co-moving. From equation (2.52-2.66), it follows that the set of lin-
earized equations satisfied by the FOGI variables are given by, 
2 c --'38 0"ab - O"c(aO"b) - Eab + V(aAb)' 
-8Eab + curl Hab - !p,(1 + W)O"ab + 30"c(aEb)c, 
- 8Hab - curl Eab + 30"c(aHb) c - 2fcd(aAc Eb) d, 
.Ka - -~8Xa(1- 3;) - p,Za, 
Za - -8Za - ~Xa(1 + W), 
together with the constraint equations, 
0 - divO"a - ~Za, 
0 - Hab - curl O"ab, 
0 - divEa - !Xa, 
0 - divHa, 






















where div(Ea) = VeEae. Because the background is homogeneous and isotropic, each 
FOGI vector may be uniquely split into a curl-free and divergence-free part, usually 
referred to as scalar and vector parts respectively, which we write as 
(5.15) 
where curl Vsa = 0 and divVv = O. Similarly, any tensor may be invariantly split into 
scalar, vector and tensor parts: 
(5.16) 
where curl Ts ab = 0 , divdivTv = 0 and divTIa = O. It follows therefore that in the above 
equations we can separately equate scalar, vector and tensor parts and obtain equations 
that independently characterize the evolution of each type of perturbation. It follows 
from the above discussions that pure scalar modes are characterized by the vanishing of 
the magnetic part of the Weyl tensor: Hab = 0, so the above set of equations reduce to a 
set of two coupled differential equations for Xa and Za: 
Xa - -~eXa(1- 3:,) - /-LZa, 
. 1 
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and a set of coupled evolution and constraint equations that determine the other variables 
Uab 
2 c - (5.19) - -a8Uab - Uc{aUb) - Eab + V'{aAb) , 
Eab - -8E ab - ~J.L(1 + W)Uab + 3uc{a E b)c, (5.20) 
0 - div(ua) - ~Za, (5.21) 
0 - curl (Uab) , (5.22) 
0 - div(Ea) - !Xa , (5.23) 
0 - curl (Xa ), (5.24) 
0 - curl Eab, (5.25) 
when AC is first order. Our aim is to develop a formalism for studying second order tensor 
perturbations generated by first-order scalar modes. Unlike in first-order dynamics, where 
the different modes decouple and evolve separately, these modes couple in second-order 
dynamics. A mode extracting scheme is therefore necessary in situations where a specific 
mode needs to be analysed. In the next section, we present new covariant mode extraction 
procedures useful for extracting scalars, vectors and tensors. We shall then apply the 
tensor extractor in the rest of the chapter. 
5.3 Mode extraction 
We assume an FLRW geometry of curvature /C, and all relations are defined on this 
background. Under a perturbation at order n, all relations below hold for objects of 
perturbative order n; for lower perturbative order, the commutation relations below have 
curvature correction terms added to them. Given the usual 4-velocity u a , we use the 
spatial metric hab = gab + UaUb, defined in Chapter 2. All rank-1 and -2 tensors used 
here are orthogonal to ua , and rank-2 tensors are symmetric and trace-free (PSTF) which 












derivative acting on scalars or spatial tensors as Va = ahabr;h = aVa, where a is the scale 
factor and Va is the spatial derivative normally used in the covariant approach. We use 
Va as it commutes with ua Va and is the covariant derivative normally used in the metric 
approach to perturbation theory. The irreducible parts of the spatial derivative of PSTF 
tensors are the divergence, curl, and distortion, defined as 
~ 
divXb .•• c -
~ 
curl X ab ... c -
~ 
disXca ... b -
vax ab ... c, 
~d 
cd,e(a V X b ... c) e, 
~ 




Note that the divergence decreases the rank of the tensor by one, the cU"rl (= acurl) 
preserves it, while the distortion increases it by one. Keeping this in mind one can drop 
the indices on differential operators as long as it's explicit the valence of the PSTF tensor 
which is being acted on (which can sometimes be confusing). This considerably simplifies 
the appearance of the equations. For a rank-1 spatial tensor the following relations hold: 
~ ~ 
(5.29) div curl - 0, 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
(5.30) dis curl - 2curl dis, 
~ 2 ~2 ~ ~ 
(5.31) curl + V - Vdiv + 21C, 
~ ~ 
!V2 + ~Vdlv + IC, (5.32) div dis -
V2dlv - dlv V2 - 2ICdlv (5.33) 
V2cU"rl - cU"rl V2, (5.34) 
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Here we have used the notation whereby V with no index represents the gradient of a 
scalar. Acting on any PSTF rank-2 tensor, the following commutation relations hold: 
curl V2 - V2 curl , 
curl div - 2dTv curl, 
~ 2 ~2 3 ~ ~ 
curl + V - 2 dis div + 3/C, 
(diS div ) curl - curl (diS div ), 
V2div - div V2 - 4/Cdiv, 
V2div div - div div V2 - 6/Cdiv div , 
div curl div - 0, 
5 ~ ~ 5 ~2 
- -div dis - -V - 5/C 26' 
where the last equation is given in [137]. 









For rank-l tensors the scalar and vector parts correspond to the curl- and divergence-free 
parts respectively. Given a spatial rank-l tensor on an FLRW background at maximum 
perturbative order, xa = sa + va = vas + va, it is easy to form quantities which are 
pure scalars or vectors by the following rules: 
Scalar: 
:4 -f..... ......... ..... .... 2 
;:)a = VadivX = VadivS = VaV S 
= (V2 - 2/c) VaS, 
Vector: Va = curl Xa = curl Va· (5.44) 
By taking spatial derivatives we have quantities which are scalars and vectors but which 











the formal solution 
( 




While X a, S and va have compact support, S does not [152]. Part of the conceptual 
utility of defining local scalar and vector quantities via equations (5.44), which preserve 
the rank of X a , is that the differential operations involved commute with the Laplacian V2, 
and time derivative. Therefore, if xa satisfies a wave equation with source, £[Xa] = Sa, 
where £ is a linear differential operator containing the Laplacian, then we may locally 
extract the covariant scalar and vector parts to find £[Sa] = vadTv S and £[Va] = cU'rl Sa. 
One may further relate the local and non-local decompositions in Fourier space (which 
is inherently non-local). Defining a scalar harmonic basis in the usual way, V2Q(S) = 
-k2Q(S), we find S(k) = _k2S(k). Similarly for vectors, v2QiV ) = _k2QiV ), where we have 
two parities of orthogonal harmonics, (k2 + 21C)1/2Q(V) = cU'rl Q(V) ¢:} (k2 + 21C)1/2Q(V) = 
cU'rl Q(V), in Fourier space the local extraction involves a parity switch. However, this 
feature can be trivially removed by defining Va = cU'rl cU'rl Xa instead of equation (5.46). 
5.5 Rank-2 tensors 
For rank-l tensors the above considerations are trivial to find, and well known. For rank-2 
tensors, on the other hand, the local decomposition into scalar, vector and tensor modes 
is not quite so easy. A general projected, symmetric, and trace-free rank-2 tensor has the 
decomposition 
Xab - Sab + Vab + Tab 
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where the non-local scalar part is curl-free, the vector part is solenoidal, dTv V = 0 => 
dTv dTvv = 0 (and dTvva =F 0), while the tensor part is transverse, dTvTa = o. The 
question is, how do we form local scalar, vector and tensor quantities from Xab and relate 
them to the non-local split given above? That is, what differential operations do we need 
to act on Xab to leave only the scalar, vector or tensor part? Furthermore, let us assume 
that Xab obeys a wave equation with source of the form 
(5.48) 
where C contains time derivatives and Laplacians, and any derivative operations which 
preserve the rank of Xab - i.e., ct7rl, dis div or div dis, or combinations thereof. Ideally we 
would like the local extractions to be differential operators which commute with C. To 
show this we need only show that the Laplacian and ct7r1 commute with our extractions 
below: time derivatives commute trivially; diS dTv commutes if ct7rl and V2 does by 
equation (5.38); and div diS therefore will by equation (5.43). 
5.5.1 Scalars 














The non-local scalar S is given formally from Xab by 
(5.50) 
This latter relation trivially gives the relation in Fourier space by replacing V2 ~ - k 2• 
Defining Boo to preserve the rank of the original tensor allows us to find the wave equation 
it satisfies easily. First, note that any curls in C commute with';; trivially, and note that 
(5.51) 
We then see that the locally defined scalar quantity Bab obeys 
(5.52) 
5.5.2 Vectors 
We begin by noting that the operator cU'rl dlv = 2dlv cU'rl knocks out the scalar and tensor 
part of X ab , and is solenoidal by equation (5.42) (note that it forms a rank-1 tensor from 
Xab)i thus, Va = cU'rl dlv Xa is a locally defined vector. The rank-2 extraction of vector 
modes may be given by taking the distortion of this operator, 
v 
1'[XabJ = diS cU'rl dlv Xab Vab -
.... ........ d 
- Ccd(a V b) veve Xe 
.... .... .... .... 
(5.53) - dis curl div dis Vab 












The non-local vector Va may be given formally from Xab by 
Va - 2 (_V4 + 4K:2) -1 cU"rl 2 div Xa 
2 (-V4 + 4K:2) -1 cU"rl Va. 
5.5. Rank-2 tensors 
(5.55) 
This last relation enables us to relate the local and non-local vectors in Fourier space 
as V(k) = !(k2 + 2K:)1/2( -k2 + 2K:)V(k), with the same relation for the opposing parity. 
Again, the otherwise superfluous preservation of the rank of Xab in defining the operator 
'f - the extra diS term - allows 'f and .c to commute [to prove this for the Laplacian, 
we use equations (5.35), (5.34) and (5.40); for curl, we use equations (5.37) followed by 
(5.30)], giving our wave equation for Vab as 
(5.56) 
5.5.3 Tensors 
The key difficulty here lies in finding the differential operator which when acting on diS Vab 
produces zero by virtue of Va being solenoidal (while obviously leaving the transverse part 
-+ 2 ............... -+ 
of Xab). It is straightforward to verify that [curl + !dis div - K:]dis Vab = 0 for div V = 0, 
which follows from equations (5.30), (5.32) and (5.31). We must also take an extra cU"rl 
to remove the scalar part. Therefore, our local tensor extraction may be defined as 
..... .......... d 
+ccde V' (a V'eV'c Xb) 












Note that cU'rl commutes with the operator in square brackets. It is relatively straight-
forward to verify that Tab is transverse, div Ta = 0, showing that this represents a tensor 
mode as expected: First note that we may write 
" ["'2 ... 2 ] ... !!7 = i V + 4curl - 6IC curl, 
which follows from equation (5.38), so that 
div.9' - i [V2 + cU'rl 2 - 2IC] div cU'rl 
- i V div div cU'rl = 0, 
(5.58) 
(5.59) 
which uses equations (5.37) and (5.40) on the first line, then equation (5.31) to get to 
the second, and finally equation (5.29) to show the last expression is zero. The formal, 
non-local, TT tensor Tab is given in terms of the original tensor Xab by taking a further 
cU'rl to obtain 
(5.60) 
To convert our extraction into Fourier space we define tensor harmonics as V2Q~) = 
_k2Q~~), where we have two parities of orthogonal harmonics, (k2+3IC)1/2Q~~) = cU'rl Q~) <=> 
(k2 + 3IC) 1/2Q~) = cU'rl Q~~). We therefore find 
T(k) = (k2 + 3IC) 1/2 (k2 + 2IC) 'l'(k) , (5.61) 
with the same relation for the opposite parity. In order for .9' to be useful it will have 
to operate on a wave equation, equation (5.48). It is clear from the form of .9' given in 
equation (5.58) that £ and .9' commute, so that Tab obeys 
£ [Tab] - .9'[8ab] = [-V2 + 2IC + 2diS div ] cU'rl8ab 
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We are now in a position to determine the key second-order tensor variable. Consider the 
situation where only scalar modes are excited at first order, a tensor such as the shear 
(jab will only manifest the scalar part. Let us denote this by (jabs. Applying the tensor 
extractor (5.58) on (jab will therefore extract the tensor part (see equation 5.63). This 
part is second order given that only scalars are excited at first order. Since we do not have 
vectors and tensors at first order, it is sufficient to use curl as a tensor extractor rather 
than the full 9. This is more so because the pre-factor (_V2 + 2K:), which appears on 
(5.57), is rank preserving and commutes with the time derivative. In what follows, we 
revert to the standard curl (= curl fa). 
5.6 The key second order variable 
As discussed above, we consider tensor modes excited by first-order scalars. Limiting our 
discussion to dust (w = 0 = Aa = 0 = p = 0), we can group variables into background, 
first and second-order respectively: 
• background: 1-", e . 
• second-order: curl (jab. 
This implies that at linear order, all rank-l and rank-2 variables have only scalar contribu-
tions. But for vanishing vorticity curl (jab = Hab, which has both tensor and vector parts. 
curl (jab should therefore give a second-order tensor, in the case where vectors vanish. Let 
us formally define a quantity with this characteristics, 
Eab = curl (jab, (5.63) 













It follows that equation (5.7) becomes an evolution for our second-order quantity, when 
the third order term is dropped: 
tab = -8Eab - curl (E)ab' (5.64) 
Taking the time derivative of (5.64), making use of the evolution equations for FOGI 
quantities and using the commutation relation (A.12), it follows that 
Eab + curl curl Eab + ~etab + (82 - J.t)Eab = €cd(a[!Eb)ddiv(O'C) + !O'b)dVe E/ 
+O'ecVleIEb) d] - 3curl (O'c(aEb) C). 
(5.65) 
There is an alternative route to obtaining this evolution equation, first note that one 
can derive the general wave equation for first-order shear in a straight forward way. This 
follows from taking the time derivative of equation (5.19), for the case of dust and using 
the evolution equation for O'ab and Eab . From these we obtain, 
(5.66) 
Now taking the curl of this equation produces, 
curl o-ab + curl curl curl O'ab + ~curl (8Uab) + €cd(aO'b)d[~8VC8 - ~VcJ.t] + (~82 - ~J.t)Eab 
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We can now expand each term and re-express it in terms of Eab where possible. Note that 
equation (5.64) can be written as, 
(5.68) 
The time derivative of this equation takes the form, 
I .. ~ 2 eci7· d (IS· 1a2)~ 2s~ . eci7 d cur Uab = '-"ab + fcd(aU v lelUb) + a + gO '-"ab + a '-"ab + fcd(a U v lelUb) . (5.69) 
It can be shown that the remaining terms take the following forms: 
curl curl Eab - curl curl curl Uab, (5.70) 
~curl (8aab) - ~fcd(aag)div(uC) 
5· 5 2 5 ec- d (5.71) - a9Eab + g8 Eab + a8fcd(aU V'leIUb) , 
d 8 - 5- [~Sfcd(aUb) ddiv(uC) + ~fcd(aUb) ddiv(aC)], (5.72) fcd(aUb) [g8V'c8 - '6 V'c JL] -
curl (Uc(aab)) - 1 (V [. deed • eeD -2' f cd(a e ub)u + ub)u , (5.73) 
curl (8Uc(aUb) C) - - 8fcd(a Ve[Ub)dUec],. (5.74) 
Substituting (5.70-5.69) into (5.67) gives, 
tab + curl curl Eab + ~8tab + (92 - JL)Eab = fcd(a[-3ag)div(uC) - 48ub) ddiv(uC) 
3 dd· (.C) 5 eci7·d a·eci7 d 88 eci7 d] - Ub) IV U - 2'u v lelub) - 2'u v lelud) - 3 U v lelub) . 
(5.75) 
This is just equation (5.65) with the source expressed in terms of shear rather than the 
electric part of the Weyl tensor (see 5.19). 
We now seek to show that the source term to equation (5.75), which we denote by 












. From equation (5.65), we see that 
(5.76) 
However, one can expand the first term in this source and express it in terms of E as 
follows, 
3curl (Uc{aEb) C) - curl Eab + Scurl Eab + ~fcd{aEb) ddiv( UC) - curl curl Eab 
+!J.tEab + ~fcd{aUb)ddiv(EC). (5.77) 
Upon substituting into equation (5.76) and using commutation relation (A.ll), we 
find 
• 1 - d 
- -curl Eab - Scurl Eab + curl curl Eab - 2J.tEab + fcd{aUecVleIEb) 
- -(curl E ab )' - ~Scurl Eab + curl curl Eab - !J.tEab . (5.78) 
Note, from equation (5.64), that Eab = 0 => curl Eab = 0 and so Fab vanishes at first order 
as required and implies that Fab is also gauge-invariant. In order to the Eab wave equation, 
we need to determine how Fab evolves. This will be addressed in the next section. 
5.7 Analysing the source term Fab 
In order to discuss the source term, it is useful to introduce new variables to denote the 
first order products that make up this source [24]. These are, 
¢lab - fcd{adiv( UC)Ub) d, ¢2ab = fcd{adiv( UC)ug) , 
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and 
C • eCM d .,,2ab = fcd(a C7 v lelC7b) , 
C • eCM • d 
.,,4ab = fcd(a C7 v lel C7b)' (5.80) 
It follows that the source takes a very simple form when expressed in these new 
variables, 
(5.81) 
Taking the time derivative of each variable given in (5.79), and making use of (A.6), we 
find the following closed set of first order differential equations, 
'l/Jlab - 'l/J2ab + 'l/J3ab - ~8'I/Jlab' (5.82) 
'l/J2ab - -28'I/J2ab + 'l/J4ab - (~82 - ~J.t)'l/Jlab' (5.83) 
'l/J3ab - -28'I/J3ab + 'l/J4ab - (~e2 - ~J.t)'l/Jlab' (5.84) 
'l/J4ab - _(~e2 - ~J.t)'l/J2ab - (~82 - ~J.t)'l/J3ab - li8'I/J4ab. (5.85) 
It is clear that this set takes the form "jJab = 'ifl'I/Jab, and can be solved relatively easily. 
Similarly, the time derivative of (5.80) gives rise to a system of differential equations of 
the form; eab = :=:eab, where :=: = 'ifl. The substitution of the solutions to these sets of 
differential equations into equation (5.81) yields, 
(5.86) 
where (aab' {Jab and lab) are the integration constants determined by the initial conditions. 
An alternative method for determining Fab involves taking the time derivative of (5.81), 















Now taking the time derivative of (5.87), expressing the resulting equation in terms Aab 




Finally, it follows that the evolution equation for (5.90) can be expressed in terms of Bab 
and Aab, and takes the form, 
(5.91) 
The solution to the coupled system of equations given by (5.87, 5.88, 5.91) reproduces 
(5.86). So far we have only resolved the source term to equation (5.65), we now proceed 
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5.7.1 Solutions 
From equation (5.86), it follows that 
Notice that 82/3 = p if the background is flat. In fact we shall consider this case in 
the following analysis. We begin by performing a harmonic decomposition of the above 
equation. In order to achieve this, we use the 1+3 tensor harmonics introduced in Chapter 
(2). Details of this decomposition can be found in [77,43,105,21]. Since Eoo and Foo 
are function of time and space, they should ideally be written as Eab(t, x) and Fab(t, x). 
The harmonic decomposition of these variables into temporal and spatial dependent parts 
take the form; 
and 
It follows that the decomposition of (5.92) reduces to, 
(5.95) 
for one parity. The opposite parity has a similar structure. It is straight forward to show 













where Cl(~) and C2(~) are the constants of integration, while J and Y are the Bessel 
functions of the first and the second kinds respectively. The general solutions can then 
be found using Green's method as follows, 
E(IC) = Cl(~)r ~1 J (~, ;t) + C2(~)r ~ly (~, ;t) + ~E~IC) J E~IC) :F(IC)dt + ~E~IC) J E~IC) :F(IC)dt. 
(5.97) 
For completeness, we also present numerical solutions to the wave equation in figure (5.1) 
demonstrating how sensitive the wave is to the initial conditio s. The results in this 
section recover those found in [24]. We now turn to w f:. 0 case, where we obtain new 
results. We next consider a barotropic fluid with vanishing vorticity. 
5.7.2 Barotropic perfect fluid 
The starting point is again the situation where only scalar perturbations are allowed at 
linear order, this implies that Eab is second order. In this case the presence of pressure 
gives rise to an extra term in the source to the evolution equation for Eab• In particular, 
(5.98) 
where we have used AC = UC f:. 0 (This should not be confused with the Aoo used in 
(5.88)). Using the momentum conservation equation and equation (5.23), we can now 
express A C in the following form, 
AC = _ VaP _ 
(p, + p) 
wVaP, 3wVeEec 
=-
p,(l + w) p,(l + w)' 
(5.99) 
where w is taken to be constant with respect to spatial derivatives (Le. the spatial 
derivatives vanish). Note that w may still vary with time (see Chapter 6). To begin with, 
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taking the time derivative of (5.98), where w is a constant, gives rise to 
•• 7' 2 
Eab + curl curl Eab + 38Eab + [8 - /L(1 + 2w)]Eab = Fab, (5.100) 
where the source is given by, 
(5.101) 
In deriving this equation, we have used the commutation relation [163], 
(curl Tab)' = curl tab -lecurl Tab - €cd{aO"ecVleln)d + €cd{a[Act: + leAcTb)d + 3Hc{an)C]. 
(5.102) 
Further simplification of the source is obtained by making use of the following relations 
for O"b d and div( O")C given by 
div~ -
2(EC + 8Ebd) 
/L(1 + w) 
2(div(E)C + edivEC) 
/L(1 + w) 
(5.103) 
(5.104) 
which follows linearization of equation (5.6). The downside to using these relations is 
that they do not apply when w = -1 which would correspond to cosmological constant 
or dark energy dominated regimes, cases that are topical at the moment. For now, our 
substitutions lead to a source that is made up of products that involve only the electric 
part of the Weyl tensor. These are €cd{aEb)ddivEc and €cd{aEecVleIEb)d and their temporal 
derivatives. One can demonstrate that the propagation of these two terms give rise to 
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now takes the following simplified form, 
'C" _ -20±12w E' d d' (EC) + -20±lOw~6W2 e E dd' (EC) 
or ab - ~(l±w) fcd(a b) IV . ~(l±w fcd(a b) IV • (5.105) 
We shall apply the techniques similar to those employed in the analysis of the dust subcase, 
in our analysis of the waves equation (5.100) where w =1= o. In particular, we define and 
make use of the following new second-order variables, 
1/Jlab - fcd(aEb) ddiv( E)C, (5.106) 
1/J2ab - fcd(aE~ div( E)C, (5.107) 
1/J3ab 
. d . 
(5.108) - fcd(aEb)div(E)C, 
1/J4ab - J.1, f cd(aL b) ddiv(EY, (5.109) 
1/J5ab - J.1, f cd(a L b) ddiv(E)C, (5.110) 
1/J6ab - J.1, f cd(aL b) ddiv( L)C, (5.111) 
where Lab = V (aAb). Whereas the first two terms appear in the source term Fab, the 
remaining arise in the propagation of the source. Similarly, we define 
6ab - EecV E d fcd(a lei b) , (5.112) 
6ab 
. - d (5.113) - fcd(aEecVleIEb) , 
6ab 
. - . d 
(5.114) - fcd(aEJUV lei E b), 
e4ab - LecV E d fcd(a lei b) , (5.115) 
e5ab - fcd(a Eecv lei E:}, (5.116) 
e6ab - LecV L d fcd(a lei b) , (5.117) 












5.7.3 Analysing the source Fab for w =I 0 
We now use a method similar to that employed in the analysis of the source term for the 
dust case, which relies on the fact the system of differential equations closes and can be 
solved with relative ease. The propagation of the variables (5.106-5.111) yields; 
1/J1ab - -i8 1/J1ab + 21/J2ab, (5.118) 
1/J2ab - -(1 + iW)S21/J1ab - (3 + W)81/J2ab + 1/J3ab - ~(1 + W)1/J4ab, (5.119) 
"j;3ab - -2(1 + iw)821/J2ab - (V + 2w)81/J3ab - (1 + W)1/J5ab, (5.120) 
"j;4ab - -281/J4ab + 1/J5ab + WJ1,Ecd(a V20'b)ddiv(EY, (5.121) 
1/J5ab 
1 2 14 1 - 2 d . - -(1 + aw)8 1/J4ab - (3' + W)81/J5ab - 2J1,(1 + W)1/J6ab + WJ1,Ecd(a V' O'b) div(Ey, 
(5.122) 
(5.123) 
We now apply the standard 1+3 harmonic decomposition to system of equations. We 
only present the case for one parity. In order to do this, we introduce a new notation for 
the harmonic decomposition of our new variables. For example, 
All the terms in the above system can be decomposed similarly. Notice in particular that, 
WJ1,Ecd(a V20'b)ddiv(E)C - (1~w)Ecd(a V2 (E: + 8Ebd) div(E)C 
- (1~:)a2 [1/J2(K, K') + 1/J1(K, K')]Ecd(aQb) (k)ddivQ(II:')c, (5.125) 
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and 
Wf..t€cd(a V2Ub) d div(L )c+2Wf..t€cd(aLb) dV2div(u)C = (1~~)2a2 ['I/1(K, K')4+2'1/1(K, K')5]€cd(aQb) d(K)divQC(K'). 
(5.127) 
It is clear that these terms vanish in the long wavelength limit, which leads to the closure 
the harmonic decomposed system. This reduces to a system of the form "pn = 'I!'I/1n, where 
n = 1..6 and 'I! is the coupling matrix given by 
-18 
3 2 0 0 0 0 
-(1 + ~W)82 -(3 + w)8 1 -HI + w) 0 0 
0 -2(1 + ~W)82 -e; + 2w)8 0 -(1 + w) 0 
0 0 0 -28 1 0 
0 0 0 -(1 + ~W)82 -e34 +w)8 -!f..t(1 + w) 
0 0 0 0 0 -(~ - w)8 
The system can now be solved given that e = (l';W)t in the background. Solving this 
system, and using the solutions to reconstruct :F ab yields , 
where 
4 2~-2+W) 2(-2+3w) (-7+9w) (-7+l5w) 
- al t-(l+w) + a2 t l+w) + a3 t 3(l+w) + a4 t 3(l+w) + a5 t 3(l+w) ab ab ab ab ab 
+ 
a1ab - 5c~ab (-2 + w)( -248 + 112w + 72w2), 
a2ab - 5c~ab (-2 + w)( -253 + 110w + 75w2), 
a3ab - 5c!ab (-2 + w)( -253 + 104w + 69w2), 
















(t5ab - 5c:Qb (-2 + w)( -248 + 118w + 78w2), 






and where Cnab are constants of integration which are determined by the initial conditions. 
Now applying the standard 1+3 tensor harmonic decomposition to the second-order wave 
equation gives, 
(5.135) 
for each parity. The solutions to the homogenous part are 
11-3w () 11-3w ( ) E{k) = C (K,)t- 6(l+w) J ~!!:.t E{It) = G t- 6{l+w)y ~ !!:.t 
1 1 6{1+w)' a ,2 2 6{1+w)' a ' (5.136) 
where again J and Y are the Bessel functions of the first and the kinds respectively. Here 
too, the general solutions can found using Green's method i.e. 
(5.137) 
where 
tv J ((H3W) Itt) Y (11+9W !!:.t) _ Y ((H3W) !!:.t) J (l1+9W) !!:.t) 
- 6(1+w)' a 6 l+w 'a 6(1+w) ' a 6{1+w) , a . 
(5.138) 
Figure (5.2) represents the numerical solutions for gravitational waves in the dust and 
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Gravitational wave in radiation and dust dominated regimes 
I 
8 
Figure 5.2: The red (dotted) line is that of gravitational wave amplitude E = E(It) /E~It) in 
the radiation dominated regime while the black line that in the matter dominated regime. It 
is clear that the wave decays much faster in the radiation regime. The initial conditions are 












5.8 Chapter conclusion 
Cosmology has entered a phase where observations is beginning to drive this whole field of 
research, thanks to the abundance of data from various experiments. Perhaps the greatest 
feature of this data is their ever improving precision. This in principle will allow us to 
determine the role played by nonlinear effects in cosmology. The greatest hindrance to 
the study of nonlinear relativistic effects is mathematical, for this reason perturbation 
theory remains the only recourse. However, nonlinear perturbation theory is made even 
more complicated by gauge issues and complex equations. 
In this chapter, we discussed a new second-order gauge invariant formalism suited for 
studying models with barotropic fluids. This formalism is an extension of the dust-based 
formalism initiated in [24]. We found that the presence of pressure leads an even more 
complicated system of equations. We have shown that the system derived in our analysis 
generalises that given in [2'1]. 
As observed in the [24], the main difficulty encountered in the 1+3 covariant ap-
proach at second-order is linked to the gauge-issue. Whereas equation (5.105) can be 
written by crossing off third-order terms, they are not in general integrable. This has 
to do with the fact that unlike the metric approach which solves for operators at first 
order, the covariant approach only solves for physical variables. In order to integrate 
the second-order equations therefore, derivative operators must operate only on variables 
which vanish at first-order and in the background. These second-order gauge invariant 
variables are E ab , ¢(n)ab, e(n)ab. We found Eab by extracting the tensor part of first-order 
O"ab. Notice that Eab vanishes at first-order since only scalar modes are excited at this 
order. The ¢(n)ab and e(n)ab, which make up the source for the Eab wave equations, are 
products of first-order scalars. These SOGI variables highlight the two different ways in 
which second order gauge invariant variables may arise. We have presented new covariant 
methods for extracting the various modes and have used the tensor extraction in our 
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The greatest challenge in the above development is finding a way to deal with the 
source term. We have presented a new way of handling the source term which complements 












Gravitational waves from 
second-order effects during inflation 
In Chapter 5, we developed a method for characterising second-order tensor modes in-
duced by first order scalars. In this chapter, we use this method in conjunction with a 
metric based approach to study gravitational waves induced by second-order effects during 
inflation. The chapter first reviews scalar field dynamics, followed by methodical devel-
opment of tools that are needed in the subsequent analysis. We then pursue a parallel 
approach, where the two main perturbative formalisms discussed in Chapter 2, are de-
veloped. We find that in-order to determine useful measures of gravitational wave power 
spectrum, we have to use the metric approach. The chapter examines the power spectrum 
of the wave induced by the first order scalars. We also examine a new contribution to the 
non-linearity parameter fNL, which is a measure of non-Gaussianity. 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we study the generation of gravitational waves during inflation arising 
from the non-linear coupling of scalar and tensor modes. 
The generation of gravitational waves (GW) is a general prediction of an early in-
flationary phase [149]. Their amplitude is related to the energy scale of inflation and 
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microwave background (CMB) if the energy scale of inflation is larger than fV 3 x 
1015 GeV [107,146,108,91]. Such a detection would be of primary importance to test 
inflationary models. 
Among the generic predictions of one-field inflation [117,150,87,75] are the existence 
of (adiabatic) scalar and tensor perturbations of quantum origin with an almost scale 
invariant power spectrum and Gaussian statistics. Even if non-linear effects in the evolu-
tion of perturbations are expected, a simple calculation [12], confirmed by more detailed 
analysis [112], shows that it is not possible to produce large non-Gaussianity within single 
field inflation as long as the slow-roll conditions are preserved throughout the inflationary 
stage. Deviations from Gaussianity can be larger in, e.g., multi-field inflation scenar-
ios [12, 145, 1~~,G6,5, 71] and are thus expected to give details on the inflationary era. 
As far as scalar modes are concerned, the deviation from Gaussianity has been pa-
rameterized by a (scale-dependent) parameter, f NL. Various constraints have been set on 
this parameter, mainly from CMB analysis [49,94,56,58] (see [119] for a review on both 
theoretical and observational issues). Deviation from Gaussianity in the CMB can arise 
from primordial non-Gaussianity, Le. generated during inflation, post-inflation dynamics 
or radiation transfer [120]. It is important to understand them all in order to track down 
the origin of non-Gaussianity, if detected. Among the other signatures of non-linear dy-
namics is the fact that the Scalar-Vector and Tensor (SVT) modes of the perturbations 
are no longer decoupled. This implies in particular that scalar modes can generate gravity 
waves. Also, vector modes, that are usually washed out by the evolution, can be gener-
ated. In particular, second-order scalar perturbations in the post-inflation era will also 
contribute to B-mode polarization [143] or to multipole coupling in the CMB [144], and 
it is thus important to understand this coupling in detail. 
In this chapter, we focus on the gravitational waves generated from scalar modes via 
second order dynamics. Second-order perturbation theory has been investigated in various 












problem was recently given in [122]. Second-order perturbations during inflation have also 
been considered in [161,112], providing the prediction of the bispectrum of perturbations 
from inflation. 
As discussed in (2), two main formalisms have been developed to study perturbations, 
and hence second order effects: the 1 +3 covariant formalism [41] in which exact gauge-
invariant variables describing the physics of interest are first identified and exact equations 
describing their time and space evolution; are then derived and approximated with respect 
to the symmetry of the background to obtain results at the desired order, and the coor-
dinate based approach of Bardeen in which gauge-invariants are identified by combining 
the metric and matter perturbations and then equations are found for them at the ap-
propriate order of the calculation. In this chapter we carry out a detailed comparison of 
the two approaches up to second order, highlighting the advantages and disadvantages of 
each method, thus extending earlier work on the linear theory [105]. This chapter also 
extends the work of [97,98], in which the relation between the two formalisms on super-
Hubble scales is investigated. In particular, we show that the degree of success of one 
formalism over the other depends on the problem being addressed. This is the first time 
a complete and transparent matching of tensor perturbations in the two formalisms at 
first and second order is presented. We also show, using an analytical argument, that the 
power-spectrum of gravitational waves from second-order effects is much smaller than the 
first order on super-Hubble scales. This is in contrast to the fact that during the radiation 
era th~~erati,on of G)Vfrom primor~al density ~, i wan be. large enou~ to .~e 
detect~ princi " ,~:" . . :l#')iJr~"c' ''1' <:. ' . ,', 
6.1.1 Kinematical quantities 
Following the scalar fields dynamics given in section 1.2.6, we now give a formal description 
of the scalar field in terms of fluid quantities; therefore, we assign a 4-velocity vector ua 
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time derivative along the flow lines: j'a ... b c ... d = UeVeTa ... b c ... d. Now, given the assumption 
(1.19), we can choose the 4-velocity field ua as the unique timelike vector with unit 
magnitude (uaua = -1) parallel to the normals of the hypersurfaces {¢ = const.} [111], 
(6.1) 
where we have defined the field 1jJ = ¢ = (-va¢va¢ )1/2 to denote the maghitude of the 
momentum density (simply momentum from now on). In the case of more than one scalar 
field, this choice can still be made for each scalar field 4-velocity, but not for the 4-velocity 
of the total fluid. 
A number of frame choices exist for the 4-velocity of the total fluid, the most common 
being the energy frame, where the total energy flux vanishes (see [105] for a detailed 
description of this case). The choice (6.1) defines ua as the unique timelike eigenvector 
of the energy - momentum tensor (1.17). The quantity 1jJ will be positive or negative 
depending on the initial conditions and the potential V; in general ¢ could oscillate and 
change sign even in an expanding phase, and the determination of ua by (6.1) will be ill-
defined on those surfaces where Va¢ = 0 =} 1jJ = 0 (including the surfaces of maximum 
expansion in an oscillating Universe). This will not cause us a problem however, as we 
assume the solution is differentiable and (1.19) holds almost everywhere, so determination 
of ua almost everywhere by this equation will extend (by continuity) to determination of 
ua everywhere in U. 
The kinematical quantities associated with the "flow vector" ua can be obtained by 
a standard method [40,99]. We can define a projection tensor into the tangent 3-spaces 













with this we decompose the tensor VbUa as 
(6.3) 
where Va is the spatially totally projected covariant derivative operator orthogonal to ua 
(e.g., Va! = habVb!; see the Appendix of [106] for details), ua is the acceleration (Ubub = 
0), and O'ab the shear (O'a a = O'abub = 0). Then the expansion, shear and acceleration are 
given in terms of the scalar field by 
e - -Va(1/J-1Va</» = _1/J-l [VI(</» +~], 
O'ab - _1/J-l h(achb)dVc [Vd</>], 




where the last equality in equation (6.4) follows on using the Klein- Gordon equation 
(1.16). We can see from equation (6.6) that 1/J is an acceleration potential for the fluid 
flow [43]. Note also that the vorticity vanishes: 
(6.7) 
an obvious result with the choice (6.1), so that Va is the covariant derivative operator in 
the 3-spaces orthogonal to ua, i.e. in the surfaces {</> = const.} as discussed in Chapter 2. 
As usual, it is useful to introduce a scale factor a (which has dimensions of length) along 
each flow -line by 
(6.8) 
where H is the usual Hubble parameter if the Universe is homogeneous and isotropic. 
Finally, it is important to stress that 
Va</>= 0, (6.9) 
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the choice of gauge invariant (GI) variables and for the perturbations equations. 
6.1.2 Fluid description of a scalar field 
It follows from our choice of the four velocity (().1) that we can represent a minimally 
coupled scalar field as a perfect fluid; the energy-momentum tensor (1.17) takes the 
usual form for perfect fluids 
where the energy density 1-£ and pressure p of the scalar field "fluid" are given by 
1-£ - !1/!2 + V(¢), 




If the scalar field is not minimally coupled this simple representation is no longer valid, but 
it is still possible to have an imperfect fluid form for the energy-momentum tensor [111]. 
Using the perfect fluid energy-momentum tensor (6.10) in (1.18) one obtains the 
energy and momentum conservation equations 
2 -1/! ua + "Vap - O. 
(6.13) 
(6.14) 
If we now substitute 1-£ and P from equations (6.11) and (6.12) into equation (6.13) we 
obtain the 1+3 form of the Klein-Gordon equation (1.16): 
¢+8ci>+V'(¢) =0, (6.15) 
an exact ordinary differential equation for ¢ in any space - time with the choice (6.1) for 
the four- velocity. With the same substitution, equation (6.14) becomes an identity for 













This index would be constant in the case of a simple one-component fluid, but in general 
will vary with time in the case of a scalar field: 
. v' 
~ = e(-y - 2) - 2~. (6.17) 
Finally, it is standard to define a speed of sound as 
(6.18) 
6.1.3 Background equations 
The previous equations assume nothing on the symmetry of the spacetime. We now 
specify it further and assume that it is close to a flat Friedmann-Lemaitre spacetime 
(FLRW), which we consider as our background spacetime. The homogeneity and isotropy 
assumptions imply that 
where f is any scalar quantity; in particular 
- -
"aJ1. = "aP = 0 ~ " a t/J = 0, ita = O. 
The background (zero- order) equations are given by [105]: 
3H + 3H2 = [V{¢) - t/J2] , 
3H2 = [~t/J2 + V{¢)] 
tp + 3Ht/J + V'{¢) = 0 ¢} jJ, + 3Ht/J2 = 0, 
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6.2 Gravitational waves from density perturbations: 
covariant formalism 
In Chapter (5), we developed in detail a covariant approach to gravitational waves induced 
by first order scalars. In this section, reformulate this in the context of scalar fields. 
6.2.1 First order equations 
We discussed the basics of scalar field in the introductory chapter to this thesis. In this 
we developed the perfect fluid argument. The study of linear perturbations of a FLRW 
background are relatively straightforward. Let us begin by defining the first-order gauge-
invariant (FOGI) variables corresponding respectively to the spatial fluctuations in the 
energy density, expansion rate and spatial curvature: 
Xa - VaJ.t, 
Za - VaS, 
Ca 
3- - (6.24) - a VaR. 
The quantities are FOGI because they vanish exactly in the background FLRW spacetime 
[152,17,19]. It turns out that a more suitable quantity for describing density fluctuations 
is the co-moving gradient of the energy density: 
(6.25) 
where the ratio Xa/ J.t allows one to evaluate the magnitude of the energy density per-
turbation relative to its background value and the scale factor a guarantees that it is 
dimensionless and co-moving. 
These quantities exactly characterize the inhomogeneity of any fluid; however we 
specifically want to characterize the inhomogeneity of the scalar field: this cannot be 












virtue of our choice of 4-velocity field ua. It follows that in our approach the inhomo-
geneities in the matter field are completely incorporated in the spatial variation of the 
momentum density: Va'l/;, so it makes sense to define the dimensionless gradient 
which is related to Va by 
0: - aM "I • 
.... a = tii v a If' , 
v - i!..o: - 0: a - I-' .... a - "Y .... a' 
(6.26) 
(6.27) 
where we have used equation (6.1.1) and"Y is given by equation (6.16); comparing equa-
tion (6.26) and equation (6.6) we see that Sa is proportional to the acceleration: it is a 
gauge-invariant measure of the spatial variation of proper time along the flow lines of ua 
between two surfaces ¢ =const. (see [40]). The set of linearized equations satisfied by the 
FOGI variables consists of the evolution equations 
· 2 Xa = - 4HXa - 'I/; Za, 
· 1-Za = -3H Za - '2Xa + Vadivu, 
Uab - V (aUb) = -2H O'ab - Eab , 
· 1 2 Eab - curl Hab = -'2'1/; O'ab - 8Eab , 
Hab + curl Eab = -3H Hab ; 
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0 - iXa - divEa, (6.33) 
0 - ~Za - divO'a, (6.34) 
0 - divHa, (6.35) 
0 - Hab - curl O'ab, (6.36) 
0 - curlXa, (6.37) 
0 - curl Za' (6.38) 
The curl operator is defined by curl.,pab = (curl .,p)ab = ecd(a Vc.,pt) where €abc is the com-
pletely antisymmetric tensor with respect to the spatial section defined by €bcd = €abcdUa, 
€abcd being the volume antisymmetric tensor such that €0l23 = J-g. The divergence div 
of a rank n tensor is a rank n - 1 tensor defined by (div.,p)il .. .in_l = Vin.,pil ... in' 
Because the background is homogeneous and isotropic, each FOGI vector may be 
uniquely split into a curl-free and divergence-free part, usually referred to as scalar and 
vector parts respectively, which we write as 
(6.39) 
where curl Vsa = 0 and divVv = O. Similarly, any tensor may be invariantly split into 
scalar, vector and tensor parts: 
(6.40) 
where curl Tsab = 0 , divdivTv = 0 and divT,-a = O. It follows therefore that in the above 
equations we can separately equate scalar, vector and tensor parts and obtain equations 
that independently characterize the evolution of each type of perturbation. In the case 













Let us now concentrate on scalar perturbations at linear order. It is clear from the 
above discussion that pure scalar modes are characterized by the vanishing of the magnetic 
part of the Weyl tensor: Hab = 0, so the above set of equations reduce to a set of two 
coupled differential equations for Xa and Za: 
. 2 
Xa + 4HXa = -1/J Za (6.41) 
(6.42) 
and a set of coupled evolution and constraint equations that determine the other variables 
Uab = -1/J-2V(aX b) - 2H(jab - E ab. 
. 1 2 
Eab = -2'1/J (jab - 3H E ab, 
div(ja = ~ Za, 
curl (jab = 0, 
divEa = lXa. 






The preceding discussion deals with first-order variables and their behavior at linear order. 
It is important to keep in mind that we were able to set Hab = 0 only because pure scalar 
perturbations in the absence of vorticity implies that curl (jab = 0 at first order. As was 
discussed in (5.6), the vanishing of the magnetic part then follows from equation (6.36). 
However, at second order curl (jab =f: O. We denote the non-vanishing contribution at 
second order by [24] 
~ab = curl (jab· 
The new variable is second-order and gauge-invariant (SOGI), as it vanishes at all lower 
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the Weyl tensor subject to the conditions mentioned above i.e. 
(6.48) 
We are interested in the properties inherited by the new variable from the magnetic part 
of the Weyl tensor. As demonstrated in Chapter 5, the new variable is transverse and 
traceless at this order and is thus a description of gravitational waves. It should be 
stressed that in full generality, there are tensorial modes even at first order. By assuming 
that there are none, we explore a particular subset in the space of solutions. From the 
"iterative resolution" point of view, this means that we constrain the equations in order 
to focus on second order GWs sourced by terms quadratic in scalar perturbations. In 
doing so, we isolate and switch off GW perturbations at first order. 
6.2.3 Propagation equation 
The propagation of the new second-order variable now needs to be investigated using a 
covariant set of equations that are linearized to second-order about FLRW. We make use 
of equations (6.13), (6.14) and the following evolution equations which are up to second 
order in magnitude; 
Eab - -8Eab + curiEab - !1/I2uab + 3Uc(a E b)c, 
tab - -8Eab - curl Eab - 2€cd(aUc Eb) d, 
together with the constraint 
. a nl.-2i7a 3 d' DQ 




Unlike at first-order, where the splitting of tensors into their scalar, vector and tensor 
parts is possible, at second order this can only be achieved for SOGI variables. 
We may isolate the tensorial part of the equations by decoupling Eab: since it is 












that the wave equation for the gravitational wave contribution can be found by first taking 
the time derivative of (6.50) and making appropriate substitutions using the evolution 
equations and keeping terms up to second-order. The wave equation for Eab then reads: 
(6.52) 
where the source is given by the cross-product of the electric-Weyl curvature and its 
divergence (or acceleration): 
(6.53) 
To obtain this, we have used the fact that with a flat background space-time 
-2 3-
curl curl Tab = -V Tab + 2 V (adivn) 
and we have used the commutation relation 
We have also used equations (6.17) and (6.18) to eliminate -¢/1/J from the source term. It 
can also be shown that Sab is transverse; illustrating that equation (6.52) represents the 
gravitational wave contribution at second order. Note that this is a local description of 
gravitational waves, in contrast to the non-local extraction of tensor modes by projection 
in Fourier space. Since Eab contains exactly the correct number of degrees of freedom 
possible in GW, any other variable we may choose to describe GW must be related by 
quadrature, making this a suitable master variable. 
In order to express the gravitational wave equation in Fourier space, we define our 
normalised tensor harmonics as 
Qab ~~_ ik·x =~e , (6.54) 
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equation: V 2Qab = -(t/'/a2)Qab' As qa is required to satisfy qaua = 0 in the background, 
it can thus be identified with a 3-vector and will subsequently written in bold when 
necessary. We denote harmonics of the opposite polarization with an overbar. Amplitudes 
of Eab may be extracted via 
(6.55) 
with an analogous formula for the opposite parity. This implies that our original variable 
may be reconstructed from 
(6.56) 
The same relations hold for any transverse tensor. Hence, our wave equation in Fourier 
space is 
(6.57) 
with an identical equation for the opposite polarization. We have converted to conformal 
time 'T/, where a prime denotes derivatives with respect to 'T/, and we have defined the 
conformal Hubble parameter as 1-l = a' / a. The source term is composed of a cross-product 
of the electric part of the Weyl tensor and its divergence. At first-order, the electric Weyl 
tensor is a pure scalar mode, and can therefore be expanded in terms of scalar harmonics. 
To define these, let Q(s) = eiq.x / (27r )3/2, be a solution to the Helmholtz equation: V 2Q(s) = 
-( t/' /a2 )Q(s). Beginning with this basis, it is possible to derive vectorial and (PSTF) 
tensorial harmonics by taking successive spatial derivatives as follows: 
_ V Q(s) = iflAQ(s) 
a a' (6.58) 













This symmetric tensor has the additional property qaqbQ~~ = -(2q4 /3a2 )Q(s). Using this 
representation we can express our source in equation (6.57) in terms of a convolution in 
Fourier space, by expanding the electric Weyl tensor as 
(6.60) 
Then, the right hand side of equation (6.53) expressed in conformal time, accompanied 
by appropriate Fourier decomposition of each term and making use of the normalization 
condition for orthonormal basis, yields: 




with a similar expression for the other polarization. In principle we can now solve for the 
gravitational wave contribution Eab, and calculate the power spectrum of gravitational 
waves today. For this however, we need initial conditions for the electric Weyl tensor (or, 
alternatively wa). 
6.3 Gravitational waves from density perturbations: 
coordinate based approach 
As discussed in Chapter 2, in this formalism we consider perturbations around a FLRW 
universe with Euclidean spatial sections and expand the metric as 
















where Hi, £i are transverse (Di£i = DiHi=O) , and £ij is traceless and transverse (£1 = 
Di£j = 0). Latin indices i, j, k ... are lowered by use of the spatial metric, e.g. Bi = 'Yij Bj. 
We fix the gauge and work in the Newtonian gauge defined by Bi = £ = B = 0 so that 
~ and '11 are the two Bardeen potentials. As in the previous sections, we assume that 
the matter content is a scalar field ¢ that can be split into background and perturbation 
contributions: ¢ = ¢(",) + 8¢{"" x). The gauge invariant scalar field perturbation can be 
defined by 
(6.66) 
where 1-£ = a' /a = aH. We denote the field perturbation in Newtonian gauge by X so 
that Q = X + (¢' /1-£)'11. Introducing 
(6.67) 
(Note that this differs slightly from the often used version c = ~ ~. The difference is 
due to the type of derivative used in defining the acceleration potential. We have used 
the covariant derivative and hence equation 6.67). The equation of state (6.16) takes the 
form 'Y = w + 1 = 2c /3. We thus have two expansions: one concerning the perturbation 
of the metric and the other in the slow-roll parameter €. 
6.3.1 Scalar modes 














- !l z=a'H.' (6.69) 
in terms of which the action (1.15) takes the form 
(6.70) 
when expanded to second order in the perturbations. It is the action of a canonical scalar 
field with effective square mass m~ = - z" I z. v is the canonical variable that must be 
quantised (l18]. It is decomposed as follows 
v(x,7]) = J (2~~~/2 [Vk(7])ei k.xak + vZ(7])e-i k.X aL] . (6.71) 
Here Vk is solution of the Klein-Gordon equation 
(6.72) 
and the annihilation a~d creation operators satisfy the commutation relation, [ak, at,] = 
8(k - k'). We define the free vacuum state by the requirement aklO) = 0 for all k. 
From the Einstein equation, one can get the expression for the Bardeen potential 
(recalling that'll = 4» 
A if,. = 1,1,'2 (_0')' (a2 .... )' 1 
L.l'.l' 21:r;' 1f = '2ZV (6.73) 
and for the curvature perturbation in comoving gauge 
'R = -viz. (6.74) 
Once the initial conditions are set, solving equation (6.72) will give the evolution of 
Vk(7]) during inflation, from which 4>k(7]) and 'Rk(7]) can be deduced, using the previous 
expressions. 
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one easily finds that 
'P (k) = k3 1~12 'R. ~ z . (6.76) 
Note also that z and c are related by the simple relation 
~ z = a-,fi, (6.77) 
so that 
x = Q - ~~ = Q - (v'2c)~. (6.78) 
6.3.2 Gravitational waves at linear order 
At first order, the tensor modes are gauge invariant and their propagation equation is 
given by 
(6.79) 
since a minimally coupled scalar field has no anisotropic stress. Defining the reduced 
variable 
(6.80) 
the action (1.15) takes the form 
S tens = ~ J d3xdT] [(JL~j)2 - (OkJLij)2 + a~' (JLij)2] , (6.81) 
when expanded tosecond order. Developing £ij, and similarly JLij, in Fourier space: 
(6.82) 
where ct is the polarization tensor, the action (6.81) takes the form of the action for two 
canonical scalar fields with effective square mass m~ = -a" / a 














If one considers the basis ( el, e2) of the 2 dimensional space orthogonal to k then 
ct = (ete} - e~e~)8~ + (ete~ + e~e})8~. 
J.t>.. are the two degrees of freedom that must be quantized [118] and we expand them 
as 
(6.84) 
J.tk is solution of the Klein-Gordon equation 
(6.85) 
where we have dropped the polarization subscript. The annihilation and creation opera-
tors satisfy the commutation relations, [~,>.., bt,,>..'] = 8(k - k')8>..>.., and [ak' bt,) = o. We 
define the free vacuum state by the requirement ~,>..IO) = 0 for all k and A. 
Defining the power spectrum as 
(6.86) 
one easily finds that 
(6.87) 
where the two polarisations have the same contribution. 
6.3.3 Gravitational waves from density perturbations 
At second order, we split the tensor perturbation as Eij = Eg) + Ei']) /2. The evolution 
equations of Ei~) is similar to equation (6.79), but inherits a source term quadratic in 
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It follows that the propagation equation is 
(6.89) 
where SiF is a TT tensor that is quadratic in the first order perturbation variables. 
Working in Fourier space, the TT part of any tensor can easily be extracted by means 
of the projection operator 
(6.90) 
where ki = ki/k (note that l.ij (k) is not analytic in k and is a non-local operator) from 
which we get 
SiF(k,11) - [l.f l.~ -! l.ijl. ab] Sab(k, 11) 
- Pijb(k)Sab(k, 11). (6.91) 
The source term is now obtained as the TT-projection of the second order Einstein tensor 
quadratic in the first order variables and of the stress-energy tensor 
S (2) (2) (2) Sab = ab, SS + Sab, ST + Sab, TT· (6.92) 
The three terms respectively indicate terms involving products of first order scalar quanti-
ties, first order scalar and tensor quantities and first order tensor quantities. The explicit 
form of the first term is 
(6.93) 
The first term was considered in [18] and the second term was shown to be the dominant 











space, it is given by 
8~~~ ss - -4 [1 d3qqbqa~(q, 77)~(k - q,77) 
+! J d3qQbqaX(q,77)X(k- q,77)]. 
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(6.94) 
J.tW(X,77) can be decomposed as in equation (6.82), using the same definition (6.80) at 
any order. The two polarizations evolve according to 
1/(2)11 + (k2 _ all) 1/(2) = _ 2ap!l!> 8(2) eij 
r->. a r->. 13 ab, SS >.. (6.95) 
Since the polarization tensor is a TT tensor, it is obvious that If-/et = e~b, so that 
J.ti2)11 + (k2 - a~') J.ti2) = -4aet 1 d3q QiQj [~( q, 77)~(q - k, 77) + ! x(q, 77)X(q - k, 77)] . 
(6.96) 
From the equation (6.95), we deduce that the source term derives from an interaction 
Lagrangian of the form 
(6.97) 
It describes a two-scalars graviton interaction. In full generality the interaction term would 
also include, at lowest order, cubic terms of three scalars, two gravitons-scalar and three 
gravitons. They respectively correspond to second order scalar-scalar modes generated 
from gravitational waves and second order tensor modes. As emphasized previously, we 
do not consider these interactions here. 
6.4 Comparison of the two formalisms 
Before going further it is instructive to compare the two formalisms and understand how 
they relate to each other. Following the sketch of comparison given in Chapter 2, we 
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beyond [lOfj], where a comparison of the variables was made at linear order. Here we 
investigate how the equations map to each other and extend the discussion to second 
order for the tensor sector. At the background level the scale factors a and expansion 
rates H introduced in each formalism agree, which explains why we made use of the same 
notation. 
The perturbations of the metric around FLRW space-time has been split into a first-
order and a second-order part according to 
(6.98) 
We make a similar decomposition for the quantities used in the 1 + 3 covariant formalism. 
As long as we are interested in the gravitational wave sector, we only need to consider 
the four-velocity of the perfect fluid describing the matter content of the universe which 
we decompose as 
(6.99) 
Its spatial components are decomposed as 
(6.100) 
Vi being the vector degree of freedom and V the scalar degree of freedom. As VI-' has 
only three independent degrees of freedom since ul-' satisfies ul-'ul-' = -1, its temporal 
component is linked to other perturbation variables. We assume that the fluid has no 
vorticity (Vi = 0), as it is the case for the scalar fluid we have in mind and consequently 
we will also drop the vectorial perturbations (Ei = 0). 
6.4.1 Matching at linear order 
At first order, the spatial components of the shear, acceleration and expansion are respec-
tively given by 
(1) (8 8 V(I) c;(I)') 














The electric and magnetic part of the Weyl tensor take the form 
E (I) 8 8 .y.(l) 1 (~" A ~ ) ij = (i j) '.I.' - '2 C,ij + L.J.C,ij , (6.104) 
H (l) _ nk ~(1)' l _ ( A I ~(l)') ij -"Ikl(ia~c,j) = curC, ij· (6.105) 
Note that "Ikli is the completely antisymmetric tensor normalized such that "1123 = 1, 
which differs from Cabc. We deduce from the last expression that 
( curl E(l)) ij = - 2~ [ (curl £(1)") ij + (curl Ll£(l)) iJ ' (6.106) 
where we have used simpler notation by writing (curl £)ij as curl £Ij. We also note that 
the derivative along u~ of a tensor T of rank (n, m), vanishing in the background, takes 
the form 
(6.107) 
at first order, or alternatively 
(6.108) 
Again, recall that a dot refers to a derivative along u~. Indeed at first order, it reduces to 
a derivative with respect to the cosmic time but this does not generalise to second order. 
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Using the expressions (6.104-6.105) for the geometric quantities, this equation takes the 
form 
A [1 (-II -, - )] curl 2a £ij + 21t£ij - t1£ij = 0 . (6.110) 
Similarly equation (6.52) can be recast as 
(6.111) 
so that it reduces at first order to 
(6.112) 
Thus, equation (6.112) maps to equation (6.79) with the identification (6.105), if there 
is no vector modes. This can be understood from the fact that in the Bardeen formalism, 
A -1 A 
equation (6.79) is obtained from the Einstein equation as curl [curl Gij ] = O. 
In the case where there are vector modes, equation (6.105) has to be replaced by 
(1) A -(1)' 1 nk -(1)' l Hij = (curl £ )ij + "2TJkl(W-8j)£ 
and Hab is no longer a description of the aw, i.e. directly related to the TT part of the 
spacetime metric and the matching is not valid anymore. 
6.4.2 Matching at second order 
At second order, the matching is much more intricate mainly because the derivative along 
ul-' does not match with the derivative respect to cosmic time any more. Let us introduce 
the short hand notation 
(6.113) 
for any tensors Xk and ylm. If ylm = a'am z, or X k = 8kW, we also use the short-hand 
notation Y = 88Z X = 8W. 












tensorial perturbation can be omitted, as we are only interested in second-order effects 
sourced by scalar contributions. At second order, the geometric quantities of interest read 
Hi~) - (curl t(2)/) ij - 4 (8V(I) x 88q,(l»)ij (6.114) 
(curlE(2»)ij - -2~ [(curlt(2)")ij + (curl~t(2»)iJ - ~ [(8q,(1) x 88q,(I»)ij 
+1-£ (8V(1) x 88q,(l»)ij - (8V(1) x 88q,(1)/)ij]' (6.115) 
From the latter expression, we remark that Hi~) has a term quadratic in first-order 
perturbations involving V(l) and q,(1). This terms arise from a difference between the 
two formalisms related to the fact that geometric quantities, such as Hij Eij etc., live on 
the physical space-time, whereas in perturbation theory, any perturbation variable at any 
order, such as V(l), Ei7) etc., are fields propagating on the background space-time. 
It follows that the splitting into tensor, vector and scalar modes is different. In the 
covariant formalism, the splitting refers to the fluid on the physical space-time, whereas in 
perturbation theory it refers to the co-moving fluid of the background solution. Indeed, 
this difference only shows up at second order as the magnetic Weyl tensor vanishes in 
the background. The one to one correspondence at first order between equations of both 
formalisms disappears, as the second order equations of the covariant formalism contain 
the dynamics of the first order quantities. 
When keeping terms contributing to the second order, equation (6.32) has an addi-
tional source term and reads 
(6.116) 
If first order tensorial perturbations are neglected then Hab vanishes at first order and 
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Substituting the geometric quantities for their expressions at second order, and making 
use of equation (6.108) to handle the derivatives, equation (6.109) reads at second order 
eurl [.1.. (t~?)" + 21-£t.(?)' - tl.t.(?))] = -~ [(a~(l) x aa~(l)) - (av(l) x aa~(l)') ] 2a 13 '3 '3 a ij ij 
-: [-1-£ (av(l) x aa~(l))ij] . 
(6.118) 
Using the momentum and constraint equation (6.34) at first order 
(6.119) 
and the background equation 1-£' - 1-£2 = -!t-t(1 + w)a2, that we deduce from the Ray-
chauduri equation and the Gauss-Codacci equation at first order, we can link it to equa-
tion (6.89) as it then reads 
leurl [1 (t~?)" + 21-£t~?)' - tl.t~?))] = leurl [2a.~(1)a·~(1) + a2(H + p)a.v(l)a·v(l)] a 2 13 13 '3 a '3 ,- I 3 • 
(6.120) 
When applied to a scalar field, this is exactly the gravitational wave propagation equa-
tion (6.89) with the source term (6.93). 
6.4.3 Discussion 
In conclusion, we have matched both the perturbation variables and equations at first 
and second order in the perturbations. This extends the work of [106] which considered 
the linear case, and has not been previously investigated. 
Even though we restrict to the tensor sector, this comparison is instructive and illus-
trates the difference of approach between the two formalisms, in a clearer way than at 
first order. In the Bardeen approach, all perturbation variables live on the unperturbed 
spacetime. At each order, we write exact equations for an approximate spacetime. In 












time of the background spacetime. In the covariant approach, one derives an exact set 
of equations (assuming no perturbation to start with). These exact equations are then 
solved iteratively starting from a background solution which assumes some symmetries. 
The time derivative is defined in terms of the flow vector as uava. Indeed, at first order 
for scalars, this derivative matches exactly with the derivative with respect to the back-
ground cosmic time. At second order, this is no longer the case. First the flow vector 
at first order does not coincide with its background value. This implies a (first-order) 
difference between the two time derivatives which must be taken into account. Then, 
the geometric quantities, such as Hij Eij etc., "live" on the physical space-time, whereas 
in perturbation theory, any perturbation variable at any order, such as V(l), £i~2) etc., 
live on the background space-time. This explains why e.g. Hg) has a term quadratic in 
first-order perturbations involving Vel) and 4>(1). 
The master variables and corresponding w ve equations in both formalisms are also 
different in nature. In the metric approach the wave equation with source is defined 
non-locally in Fourier space; in the covariant approach, we are able to derive a local 
tensorial wave equation which, because it is divergence-free, represents the gravitational 
wave contribution. Of course, we can make a non-local decomposition in Fourier space 
as required. Furthermore, on one hand the TT part of the metric in a particular gauge 
is a perturbative approach used to describe GW, and this tells us the shear of spatial 
lengths with respect to a homogenous and isotropic background, referring implicitly to 
a hypothetical set of averaged observers. On the other hand, the covariant description 
using Hab which is built out of the Weyl tensor and the comoving observer's velocity, 
directly describes the dynamically free part of the gravitational field [129,136,110] (up 
to second-order when rotation is zero) as seen by the true comoving observers. This 
is part of the dynamic spacetime curvature which directly induces the motion of test 
particles through the geodesic deviation equation, and it accounts for effects due to the 
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formalisms, concerning the initial conditions. In the Bardeen approach, as we recalled in 
section 6.3, there is a natural way to set up the initial conditions on sub-Hubble scales 
by identifying canonical variables, both for the scalar and tensor modes, and promoting 
them to the status of quantum operators. In the covariant formalism such variables have 
not been constructed in full generality (see however [1~J4] for a proposal). Consequently 
this sets limitations to this formalism since it cannot account for both the evolution and 
the initial conditions at the same time. 
6.5 The illustration: slow-roll inflation 
6.5.1 Slow-roll inflation 
In this section, we focus on the case of a single slow-rolling scalar field and we introduce 
the slow-roll parameters 
~ -_.i... 
U - H.,p. (6.121) 
Using the Friedmann equations (6.21-6.22), these parameters can be expressed in terms 
of the Hubble parameter as 
[!f.i!E2]2 c = 2 H\.iPf ' (6.122) 
Interestingly equation (6.21) takes the form 
H2 (1-1 c) = !V(l/», (6.123) 
which implies 
(6.124) 
The equation of state and the sound speed of the equivalent scalar field are thus given by 












The evolution equations for e and 6 show that e and J are of order 2 in the slow-roll 
parameters so that at first order in the slow-roll parameters, they can be considered 
constant. Using the definition of the conformal time and integrating it by parts, one gets 
(6.126) 
assuming e is constant, from which it follows that 
1t == aH = -~(1 + e) + 0(2), (6.127) 
where", varies between -00 and O. This implies that 
a" = 2+le 
a '1' (6.128) 
The general solution of equation (6.72) is 
(6.129) 
with ICll2 -IC212 = 1, where H~l) and H~2) are Hankel functions of first and second kind 
and v = 3/2 + 2e - 6. Among this family of solutions, it is natural to choose the one with 
C2 = 0 which contains only positive frequencies [118]. It follows that the solution with 
these initial conditions is 
(6.130) 
On super-Hubble scales, Ik",1 « 1, we have 
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sion (6.76), we find that 
P...,(k) 1 H2 [2V-3/2~]2 ( _ 1)-2V+l 
'" - 11' M;e r(3/2) 11 2 
(...!i..)-2V+3 X aH ' (6.131) 
where we have set M; = G-l = 811', since 811'G = 1. At lowest order in the slow-roll 
parameter, it reduces to 
P. (k) = 1 H2 (...!i..) 26-4e 
'R. 11' M 2e aH . p 
(6.132) 
The evolution of the gravitational waves at linear order are dictated by the same 
equation but with VT = 3/2 + c, so that 
(6.133) 
Similarly as for the scalar mode, we obtain 
P. (k) - 16 H2 (...!i..)-2e 
T -11'MiaH . (6.134) 
6.5.2 Gravitational waves at second order 
The couplings between scalar and tensor modes at second order imply that the second 
order variables can be expanded as 
and a similar expansion for £, where, e.g., ~ stands for the second order scalar modes 
induced by the coupling of first order scalar and tensor modes etc. The deviation from 











coefficients f~~ defined for example as 
4'R.~~(k, Tl) =(271"~a/2 J 83(k1 + k2 - k)c(k1, Tl)c(k2, Tl) 
f~te (k, k1, k2, Tl )d3k1 d3k2. 
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(6.135) 
These six coefficients appear in different combinations in the connected part of the 3-point 
correlation function of 'R. and C. For instance 
(Ckl 'R.k2 'R.ka)c - [2f~~X(k1! k2, k3)Px (k3)P'R(k2 ) + f~tx(k1! k2, k3 )Px (k3)Pe(k1)] 
x 83(k1 + k2 + k3) (6.136) 
and f~:::x is the standard f NL parameter. One can easily check that ('R.kl 'R.k2 'R.ka)c 
involves f~:::x, (CklCk2'R.ka)C involves f~ix and f~te, and (CklCk2Cka)C involves f~ie. 
6.5.3 Expression for f~~'R 
From our analysis, we can give the expression of fe;:;x. Starting from the fact that 
-e'R. = ~(1 + e) +~' /1-l and from the expression (6.78), we get that ~ rv -e'R. - ~'/1-l 
or ~ = -€Tl J ~dTl, and ~X rv -y'c ['R. - ~'/1-l]. It follows that the source term (6.93) 
reduces at lowest order in the slow-roll parameter to 
The interaction Lagrangian is thus given by 
(6.137) 
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This is the same expression as obtained in [112]. 
In full generality, during inflation, we should use the "in-in" formalism to compute 
any correlation function of the interacting fields. As was shown explicitly in [65] for a 
self-interacting field and more generally in [169,1.03], the quantum computation agrees 
with the classical one on super-Hubble scales at lowest order. Note however that both 
computations may differ (see [161.] versus [112]) due to the fact that in the classical 
approach the change in vacuum is ignored. The difference does not affect the order of 
magnitude but the geometric k-dependence. In order to get an order of magnitude, we 
thus restrict our analysis here to the classical description. This description is also valid 
when considering the post-inflationary era. 
In the classical approach, we can solve equation (6.96) by mean of a Green function. 
Since the two independent solutions of the homogeneous equation are FfTiH~2)( -k",), 
the Wronskian of which is 4i/(1rk), the Green function is given by 
Q(k,,,,,,,,') = -ii~ [H~(-k",)Hs:J(-k",') 
-Hg!(-k",')Hs:J(-k",)] . 
It follows that the expression of the second order tensor perturbation is given by 
JL~~("') = (21r~3/2 I: d",'a(",')cQ(k,,,,,,,,') 
J d3q (qiqjC~) 'Rq(",')'Rk-q(""). 
We thus obtain 
(6.139) 
(6.140) 
f~l'R/R(k, Ql, Q2,"') - ['Rill (",)'RQ3 (",)r1 a&> I: d",'a(",') Q(k,,,,, ",') (qliqljC~ (k)) 
x 'RQ1("")'R~(",'). (6.141) 












bution coming from the term involving f:tZ?"'R.(k, Ql, Q2,"') can be computed by use of the 
super-Hubble limit of the Green function 19(k,.",.,,')1 ~ :f!1!: [(~)VT - (~)-lITl. This 
contribution will be proportional to ::;ek;8 (k2ik2je~) <P(k1 + k2 + k3 ), which is the same 
order of magnitude as in [112], but do not have the same geometric dependence as it goes 
like k;5 k13 instead. 
6.5.4 Orders of magnitude 
When we want to estimate (£~~l(.,,)£~~~;,(.,,)), we have to evaluate the connected part of 
('Rq(.,,')'Rk-q(.,,')'R;(.,,")'Rk,-p(.,,")), where q and p are the two i ternal momentum and 
.,,' and .,," the two integration times. From the Wick theorem, this correlator reduces 
to 'R(q, .,,')'R*(q, .,,")'R(lk - ql, .,,')'R*(lk - ql, .,,")8(k - k')[8(q - p) + 8(k - q - p)] and 
because kieij = 0 the two terms give the same geometric factor. Thus, the integration on 
p is easily done and we can factorise 8(k - k'). Now, note that the terms in the integral 
involve only the modulus of q and k - q so that it does not depend on the angle cp of q 
in the plane orthogonal to k. This implies that the integration of cp will act on a term of 
cos2 2cp, sin2 2cpand cos 2cp sin 2cp respectively for ++, x x and + x so that it gives a term 
1r8u '. In conclusion, defining the second order power spectrum p~2) by 
1(d2) ,,*2 ) _ 2?r2 -n(2) (k)-,(3)(k _ k')-' 
4 "k,)."k',).' - --;;arT 0 0).).', (6.142) 
it can be expressed as 
p~2) (k) = (2?r)~:2a2 J d.,,' d.,," a( .,,')a( .,,") e2 9( k, .", .,,')9* (k, .", .,,") 
x J d3q (qiqje~)2 'R(q, .,,')'R*(q, .,,")'R(lk - ql, .,,')'R*(lk - ql, .,,"),6.143) 
Setting k . q = kqj.L, this reduces to 
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after integration over t.p which gives a factor 7r (1 - 1-£2)2 q4. 
We can now take the super-Hubble limit of this expression at lowest order in the slow-
roll parameters. In order to do so, we make use of the super-Hubble limit of the Green 
function given above, and we perform the time integral from 11k to TJ and keep only the 
leading order contribution: 
(6.145) 
where, with the definitions y = qlk and n = klk, 
(6.146) 
is a numerical factor. In this approximation, the ratio between the second order power 
spectrum and the first order power spectrum at leading order in the slow-roll parameters, 
is given by: 
(6.147) 
Indeed there are ultraviolet and infrared divergences hidden in F(€, 8). We expect the 
infrared divergence not to be relevant for observable quantities due to finite volume effects 
(see for instance [14]). The ultraviolet divergence, on the other hand, has to be carefully 
dimensionally regularised in the context of quantum field theory (see e.g. [169,103]). 
6.6 Chapter conclusion 
In this chapter we have investigated the generation of gravitational waves due to sec-
ond order effects during inflation. We have considered these effects both in the covariant 
perturbation formalism and in the more standard metric based approach. The relation be-
tween the two formalisms at second-order has been considered and we have discussed their 
relative advantages. This comparison leads to a better understanding of the differences 












As an illustration, we have focused on GW generated by the coupling of first order 
scalar modes. To characterize this coupling we have introduced and computed the pa-
rameter Je:;'R. It enters in the expression of (£kl 'Rk2 'R~)c that was shown to be of order 
(H/Mp )4/e, as ('Rkl'Rk2'R~)C' On the other hand the power spectrum of GW remains 
negligible. 
This shows that the contribution of (£kl 'Rk2 'R~)c to the CMB bispectrum is important 
to include in order to constrain the deviation from Gaussianity, e.g. in order to test 
the consistency relation [27]. In this chapter, we have considered slow-roll inflation to 
illustrate the formalism for studying gravitational waves resulting from quadratic effects. 
In principle, the formalism is applicable to a wide range of scenarios, and in particular 














In this thesis, we have examined two seemly contradictory issues; the agreement between 
observation and the standard model on the one hand, and discrepancies between the two 
on the other hand. The discrepancies highlighted in the introductory chapter underline 
the motivation for the study undertaken in the rest of thesis. In particular, linear per-
turbations about anisotropic and second-order perturbations about isotropic models have 
been considered. 
The motivation for studying linear perturbations of anisotropic models comes from 
reports of discrepancies between the prediction by the standard model, and the analysis 
of WMAP data from the observation of the CMB. In the Standard Model picture, the 
anisotropies which are generated by primordial fluctuations in the inflationary field give 
rise to imprints on the CMB that are statistically isotropic and Gaussian. It has been 
claimed that there exists a strange planarity and alignment of the quadrupole l = 2 and the 
octopole l = 3, with the possibility that this alignment extends to higher multipoles [45, 
96,130,52,53,51,50,30, f)9]. The alignment that extends between the first four multipoles 
l = 2 - 5 has become known as the' Axis of evil'. 
In principle, such an alignment may point to the existence of a feature in the CMB 
that picks a preferred direction or some form of statistical anisotropy. Although this could 













the WMAP foreground corrected maps indicate that such a contamination is unlikely to 
lead to the levels observed. The fact that the alignment includes the quadrupole, suggests 
that the anomaly may be an intrinsic feature of the cosmological model and therefore 
strengthens the need to investigate anisotropic cosmological models. Initial analysis, in 
relation to this problem, was given by [62]. The authors used what they called the best-fit 
Bianchi model (Bianchi type YUh) to correct a combination of various WMAP sky maps. 
They found that the Bianchi corrected maps exhibit greater isotropy compared to the 
uncorrected maps. They also found that the general shape of the corrected spectrum is 
flatter than the WMAP best-fit power spectrum, which agrees with the theoretical fit 
made to the northern hemisphere data in [50]. 
Our approach is somewhat different but complementary to these studies. We examined 
linear perturbations about Bianchi I model rather than determine the statistical best-fit 
model for the available data. In Chapter 3, we considered density perturbations in Bianchi 
type I model filled with irrotational dust. Since the various modes are coupled in Bianchi 
I model, we first examined how to characterize decoupled density perturbations. We then 
performed a detailed consistency analysis of the arising covariant equations. Although 
the analysis is primarily performed in the 1+3 covariant formalism, it turns out that the 
1 + 3 orthonormal approach was necessary for a conclusive result. In general, conditions 
used to characterise pure density perturbations lead to the modification of the original 
covariant equations. 
We have analysed the consistency of the new set of constraint equations and found 
that the background shear needs to be diagonal and degenerate, for consistency to be 
achieved. We then presented the analysis of the growth behaviour of inhomogeneity in 
this model, where we considered the behaviour in the shear and matter regimes. The 
behaviour in the matter, as expected, recovers the FLRW results. Although Bianchi 
models are anisotropic and come with directional preference and hence good candidates 












that these models are incompatible with inflationary theory. A model responsible for the 
preferred direction will also need to produce the acoustic peaks now measured at even 
smaller scales in the CMB, if its to be the accepted for our universe. 
Chapter 4 is a work in progress. In this chapter we are concerned with two prob-
lems; the first first problem concerns ways of consistently setting inhomogeneity variable 
to zero, while the second problem concerns giving a consistent characterisation of grav-
itational waves. We found that one could consistently set the inhomogeneity to zero if 
the background shear were diagonal and degenerate. The second problem is linked to 
the problem of describing pure gravitational waves in Bianchi I model. We naively as-
sumed that the tensor describing such waves should be divergence-free as is the case for 
gravitational waves in the FLRW models. .We were unable to show that the constraint 
equations arising from such a condition evolve consistently, even when the background 
shear was degenerate. This was not surprising given that the residual term has also been 
found by the authors of [20]. These authors reached the same conclusion. This is not 
to say that there are no gravitational waves in a perturbed Bianchi I model filled with 
dust. The point seems to be that the transversal wave is inextricably coupled to other 
perturbations. Other restrictions such as insisting that the magnetic part of the Weyl 
tensor be diagonal, may lead to constraint equations that evolve consistently, and may 
also make the wave equation tractable as we have shown. The critical issue, and one that 
we are still trying to understand is the physical significance or lack thereof, of a wave 
with such restrictions. The analyses presented in this thesis extend those of [109] to the 
case of pure gravitational waves in perturbed Bianchi I model with irrotational dust and 
also complement the analysis given in [82]. In Chapter 5, we re-examined and extended 
the covariant and gauge invariant approach to second-order perturbation theory initiated 
in [24]. 
In [24], a covariant approach to nonlinear perturbation theory was initiated, and the 












perturbations and second-order density perturbations sourced by gravitational waves at 
first order. Also developed in this thesis is a parallel approach, which not only recovers 
the results in that paper but one that is robust enough to deal with a. wid~ range of 
I: 1': . : I ,~,,~' •. '-':::.:> -: 
barotropic fluids. We have also presented new covariant methods for extr~iif1i the varioUs 
modes and have used the tensor extraction in the subsequent analysis of tH~ ~~cond-ord~r 
gravitational wave equation. The greatest challenge in the above developilleht Wa$ finding 
, . 
a way of dealing with the source term. We have presented a new way cif· handling the 
source term which complements the approached used in [24]. Extending the method to 
situations involving pressure introduces complexities not found in the analysis of the dust 
subcase. The second challenge i~ this analysis has to do with determining the solutions. 
We have demonstrated that the case for fluid with barotropic equation of state is tractable, 
given the long wavelength approximation. 
Chapter 6 illustrates the applicability of the techniques developed in Chapter 5. In 
this chapter we studied the generation of gravitational waves during inflation arising from 
the non,:"linear coupling of scalar and tensor modes. Part of the major result of Chapter 
6 chapter is the detailed comparison of the two perturbative approaches up-to;second 
order; where we have highlighted both the advantages and disadvantages of eachmethQd, 
thus extending the earlier work that made a similar comparison but only up-to linear or-
der [105]. This chapter also extends the work of [97,98], in which the relationship between 
variables in the two formalisms on super-Hubble scales is investigated. In particular, we 
have shown that the degree of success of one formalism over the other depends on the 
problem being addressed. This is the first time a complete and transparent matching 
of tensor perturbations in the two formalisms at first and at second order has been pre-
sented. We have also shown, using an analytical argument, that the power-spectrum 
of gravitational waves from second-order effects is much smaller than the first order on 
super-Hubble scales. This is in contrast to the fact that during the radiation era the 













to be detected [89]. 
As an illustration, we focused on GW generated by the coupling of first-order scalar 
modes, where we have introduced and computed the parameter f~~'R. This parameter 
characterises the above coupling and enters in the expression of (Ekl Rk2 Rka)c that was 
shown to be of order (H/Mp )4/c, as (RklRk2Rk3)C. We find that the power spectrum of 
GW remains negligible. This shows that the contribution of (EklRk2Rk3)C to the eMB 
bispectrum is important and should be included in order to constrain the deviation from 
Gaussianity, e.g. in order to test the consistency relation [27]. We only considered slow-
roll inflation to illustrate applicability of the formalism in studying gravitational waves 
resulting from quadratic effects. In principle, the formalism is applicable to a wide range 
of scenarios, and in particular other inflationary scenarios. We reserve the investigations 
of these scenarios for future work. It was interesting to note, during the final phase of 
completing this thesis, that the authors of [115] have determined the bounds on tensor-
to-scalar ratio for a situation involving gravitational waves sourced by scalars during 
inflation. This sets the bounds on equation 6.147. They find that for gravitational waves 
generated from scalar perturbation, an upper bound of 10-8 exists on the tensor-to-scalar 
























The following commutation relations are derived for a scalar quantity, land PSTF-tensor 
quantities, Tab and Vab in the case of dust with vanishing vorticity. 
CabeCdec - 2!hd[aheb], (A.l) 
cabeTb pTP q Vcq - - TabcbedTlVdp, (A.2) 
(Va!)' 
- . 1 - b-
(A.3) - Val - 38Val - Ua Vb/, 
VIa Vb)! - 0, (A.4) 
curl (T2)ab - Ccd(a ve{Tb)~e}, (A.5) 
(VaTbe)' 
_. 1 - d- d e 
(A.6) - VaTbe - 38VaTbe - Ua V dTbe + 2Ha cde(bTc)' 
(VbTab )' 
-b' 1 -b be- b be (A.7) - V Tab - 38V Tab - U V cTab + cabeH dT , 
cabeTb d curl V cd bc- be- 1 - be (A.8) - T VaVbe - T VbVac - 2TabVcV , 
curl (jTab ) 
d- (A.9) - I curl (T)ab + Ccd(aTb) V C I, 
(Vbcurl Tab) 1 -b- cd b 1 cd cd bed e - 2cabeV VdT + cabeT d(38u - E ) - UabC uceT d, (A.ID) 












162 A.I. Divergence of Ricci tensor 
curl curl (T)ab 
"2 3- - 1 2 . 1 
- -V Tab + '2V(a VCTb}c + (p - '38 )Tab + 3Tc(a{Eb}c - '38l1b)C} 
+l1cdTcdl1ab - ~l1cal1bd + l1cdl1c(an)d' (A.12) 
Also 
(A.13) 
A.I Divergence of Ricci tensor 
Let us consider the simple case of dust. It can be shown that when the vorticity vanishes 
the Ricci tensor takes the form, 
(A. 14) 
which can also be written in terms of the electric part of the weyl tensor as follows, 
(A.15) 
The divergence of this equation leads to; 
(A.16) 
Using the divergence equations for shear (2.73), the divergence equation for the electric 
part of the Weyl tensor (2.74) and commutation relation (A.8), its can be shown that, 
(A.17) 
Substituting this equation into (A.16) generates, 
1- 1- 2 2 - 1- 3 
- '3V'a/-£ + '3V'l1 - g8V'a8 + '3V'a R, 
- ! Va (2/-£ + 2112 - i82) + iVa 3 R, 












This relationship between the divergence of the Ricci tensor and spatial derivative of Ricci 























Propagation of constraints 
In this section we present fully worked out illustration of constraint propagation for a 






- b 2 -
V O"ab - 3Va8 
- b . 2 - . 
(V O"ab) - 3(Va8) , 
-b· 1 -b b-c b cd 
V O"ab - 38V O"ab - O"C V O"ab + f.abc H dO" , 
(VbO"ab)' - -b b-c b cd 2 b -b c-b -8V O"ab - O"C V O"ab + f.abc H dO" - 30"a Vb8 - V (O"c(aO"b) ) - V Eab. 
(B.1) 
The propagation of the gradient of expansion yields, 
(B.2) 
The terms can now be regrouped to yield the desired result. 
'1 -b 2- -b 1- b cd b cd cd 
C a - -8[V O"ab - 3Va8] - [V Eab - 3VaP - f.abcO" dH ] + 2f.abcO" d[curlO" - H ] 













As in the analysis of the previous constraint, we use the identities and the propagation of 
relevant terms 
C~b - curllTab - Hab, 
• 2 . 
Cab - (curllTab)' - Hab, 
( I) I . 1 8 I c ne d 3H c cur lTab' - cur lTab - 3' cur lTab - lTe €cd(a v lTb) + c(alTb) (B.4) 
(B.5) 
i7e{ c d} dne{ C} + c ne{ d} €cd(a v lTe lTb) = €cd(alTb) v lTe lTe €cd(a v lTb) . (B.6) 
The sum of (B.4), (B.5), (B.5) and (B.6) yields 
6~b = -e[CUrllTab - H ab] - €cd(alTb) c[velTde - ~v de] - curl (lTc(alTb) C) + €cd(a ve{ lTe clTb) d} 
(B.7) 
where the two last terms identically cancel leaving, 
C' 2 ec2 cd C1 ab = -- ab - € (alTb)c d' 





(Vb E ab )' -
-b 1- b cd 
V' Eab - 3V' aP - €abclT dH 
-b 1 - b cd (V' E ab )' - 3'(V'aP)' - €abc(lT dH ). 
-b' 1 -b· b- b cd 
















where we have used the identity (A.S). On making substitution for the gradient of the 
propagation of Eab , we get 
Using the identity (A.5) and substituting for the dot of p, one finds 
(B.13) 
The propagation equations for ab d and Hcd give 
- fabc(ab dHcd). = ~efabc(ab dHcd) + fabc(ae (bad:)e H C d) + fabc(Eb dHcd) 
-3fabc(a
b dae (c Hd)e) + fabc( ab dcurlEcd). (B.14) 
The above expressions can now be re-expressed as follow, 
(B.15) 
Using the identity (A.ll) we find 














We need the curl of the fourth constraint. This has the form, 
~curl C! - ~fabCVb[(Vd Hed) + fcelUegEgl], 
1 -b-d -b 
- '2fabcV' (V' Hed) + V' (Uc[aEb(), 
1 c-b -d 1 c-b 1 -b c 1 -b c 1 c-b 
- '2fab V' (V' Bcd) + '2Eb V' Uca + '2uca V' Eb - '2Ube V' E a - '2Ea yo Ube· 
(B.19) 
It is straight forward to show that, 
In terms of C's we find, 
43 3 bl 1 4 1b3 11 dbe2 b cd -38Ca + '2Ea Cb + '2curlCa + '2Ua Cb - '2 pCa - Eb fa Ced + fabcU dcurlE 
b ed 1 b- -b 1 -b -b - be 
+fabeE dcur1u + '2Ea V'cUbc + EbcV' Uca + '2uacV' Ebe + ubcV' Eac - V' a(u Ebe). 
(B.21) 
where the three last terms are but two forms of the identity (A.9) that vanish. 
We next consider the constraint given by the divergence of the magnetic part of the Weyl 
tensor. 














Substituting for flab one gets 
-b 4 -b b- b ed b- -b -b 
(V Hab )' = -"38V Hab - ac VCHab + fabe H dH - Ha Vb9 + 3V (ac(aHg») - V curlEab. 
(B.25) 
On substituting for a~ and Eed , we find 
fabc(ab dEed). = -~efabc(ab dEed) - fabc(ae (bad)e EC d) - fabe(Eb dEed) 
+3fabe(ab dae (c Ed}e) + fabe(ab d CUri Hed) - ~P€abe(ab daed). (B.26) 
From (B.25) it can be ShOVlIl that 
(B.27) 
- b 3 - b c c- b c - b c - b - be 3V (ac(aHg») - 2[aca V Hb + Hb V aca + Ha V abc + ab V Hac] - Va(abeH ). 
(B.28) 
Using the identity that involves the gradient of the curl of Eab , one finds 













We note that, 
1 ~b Nd c dec / 
- '2fabe \7 [(\7 E d) + f U eHcif], 
1 c-b-d -b c 
- '2fab \7 (\7 E cd) + \7 (Uc[aHb) ), 
1( -b-d -b -b -b -b) - '2 fabc\7 (\7 Ecd) + H bc\7 Uca + Uca \7 Hbc - Ube\7 H Ca - H~\7 Ube , 
(B. 30) 
where Cabecdec = 2!hd[aheb) has been used. It follows that, 
4 (-b b cd) 3 b - 2- 1 -b 1- b cd -S8. \7 Hab + fabeU E + '2Ha [\7cucb - S\7b8] - '2 curl [\7 Eab - S\7aP - fabeU dH ] 
+~Uab[VC Hbe + fbcdUCeEed] - Hbdfa be[curl Ucd - H cd] + fabeUbdCUrl Hcd + fabe Hb dcurl u cd 
1 b-c c-b 1 c-b c"'b - be 
+'2Ha \7 Ubc+ Hb \7 Uca +'2ua \7 Hbe + Ub \7 Hac - \7a(u H be ) 
and in terms of C's 
which is just 
(B.33) 
This completes the consistency analysis of the constraint equations for irrotational dust. 
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